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KEY WORDS: Uneven baseline, Ballast water management (BWM), Minimal ballast water ship (MIBS), Non ballast water ship (NOBS),
ballast water treatment system (BWTS), Ship resistance performance
ABSTRACT: Although there are many kinds of advanced ballast water management systems, pioneering studies for ballast-water free ship and minimal
ballast water ship concepts are in progress. In this study, the existing alternatives of ballast water are reviewed and a new design concept is studied
on the basis of the existing bulk carrier hull form. To develop a new design alternative which has minimal ballast for ballast water discharge free
operation, the new concept should have technical feasibilities that are related to the role of the ballast water, berth access, loading constraints, etc.
For this purpose, a simplified systems engineering basis design approach is adopted using a business model as the system analysis and control tool.
To check the performance feasibility of the new concept, ship resistance performance is reviewed based on a model scale ship resistance performance
analysis.
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1. Introduction
Because the measures from the Ballast water management (BWM)

Ballast water is also used to adjust the trim and heel of a ship. The bending
moment and shear force can also be adjusted by the ballast water.
Depending on the ship types and routes, generally, 30% to 40% of

convention are being enacted in order to reduce the environmental
damage caused by the global movement of marine life in the ballast
water of ships (Albert et al., 2013), the negative effect of treated ballast

the deadweight tonnage (DWT) is used as ballast water (Kerr, 1994).
Many pioneering studies have been conducted to meet the D-1 or D-2
discharge standards of the BWM convention without needing to

water on the marine environment is another urgent issue (Werschkun
et al., 2014). Notably, research on non/minimal ballast water vessels is
actively underway in response to the D-1 or D-2 discharge standards of

discharge the environmentally harmful ballast water. Table 2 shows
alternatives for the BWM methods (GEF, U. and IMO, G.P., 2011).
Among the various alternatives, in the case of ‘no or minimal

the convention. When considering the role of ballast water, as shown
in Table 1, the ballast water contributes to the ship’s stability via
proper maintenance of the draft and the center of gravity of a ship

discharge’ alternatives, the minimal ballast water ship (MIBS) and
non-ballast water ship (NOBS) (Shingo, 2014) of a ‘storm ballast’ are
considered to be practically applicable alternatives. Though there are

during voyage. Another aim of the ballast water is to maintain the
appropriate immersion depth of the propeller for propulsion efficiency.

some constraints for berthing and loading, in 2018, a NOBS concept
basis ballast water-free ‘7,500 cubic meter liquefied natural gas (LNG)
bunkering vessel’ was launched for commercial purposes (https://

Table 1 Roles of the ballast water in a ship (Isbester, 2010)

pulsenews.co.kr). For the ‘continuous flow’ type alternatives, ‘The
Variable Buoyancy Ship Concept’ of ‘longitudinal trunks’ is
remarkable. For the trim and heel control, the concept has been shown

Maintain the stability of the ship
Trim and heel control
Secure immersion depth of the propeller
Reduction of slamming
Reduction of the bending moment of the ship
Relieve the shear force of the ship

to adequately control the trim and draft (Parsons and Kotinis, 2011a;
Parsons and Kotinis, 2011b). In this study, a new design concept for
‘no or minimal discharge’ alternatives is studied while considering the
ship’s size and operational conditions.

Table 2 Alternatives for the BWM methods [derived and edited from GEF, U. and IMO, G. P. 2011]
Alternative methods
No ballast water
· Zero ballast

Features
(a) Novel hull design
(b) Use of ‘solid ballast
TEUs’

No or minimal discharge
· Storm ballast
Wide beam V-hull design
(must meet D-2)
· Internal ballast
(must meet D-2)

Fresh water shifted from
tank to tank

· Portable water
(must meet D-2)

Only drinking water is
added to clean tank/s

Continuous flow
· Longitudinal trunks
(meets D-1 and may
equivalent to D-2)
· Ship buoyancy control
(meets D-1 and may
equivalent to D-2)
· AUBAFLOW
(exceeds D-1)
· Loop ballast exchange
(above D-1 and may
approach D-2)
· Dyna ballast
(exceeds D-1)

Benefits

Penalties

Suitable Ship type/s

Avoids all cost associated Higher hull build/ operating (a) Ro-ro pax, car,
BWM
cost
container, high volume
cargo ships
(b) Existing box ships
Higher building cost, berth
access or loading constraints
due to wider beam
Avoids all cost of BWTS Reduces cargo capacity,
air-draught, tank survey/
inspection
Avoids costs and loss
Cost of potable water
of space for BWTS
production/purchase
Avoids cost of large
BWTS

New dry bulk carriers

Existing and new container
ships, ro-ro pax, liners,
livestock carriers
Super yachts, cruise liners,
some livestock carriers,
pax and military vessels

Replaces ballast tanks with Avoids costs of large
buoyancy trunks
BWTS and propeller
efficiency gain/s
Multiple valves convert
Avoids costs of BWE
each BW tank into a free pumping and very large
flooding buoyancy
BWTS
compartment

Higher build costs,
risk of biota/sediment
accumulation prevent
Costs of multiple valves
and control systems, valve
servicing, coating and
cleaning, slight increase to
hull drag

Enhanced bluewater BWE
pumping

Any sediment/biota
Most types of existing and
accumulating in a low-flow new cargo ships
zone

Avoids costs of BWTS

New Seaway-size and
other large bulk carriers
Existing and new cargo
ships
Existing and new VLCCs +
ULCCs

A Feasibility Review for an Uneven Baseline Basis Minimal Ballast Ship

2. Feasibility Study
To design a new minimal ballast vessel, a ship must be designed that
has the functions of ballast water without or with the minimum use of
ballast. The perspectives of performance, ship stability, resistance,
trim and heel controllability, berth access and loading constraints
should be considered. Technical complexity and cost related matters
are also considered to ensure technical and economic feasibility.
To compensate for the existing BWM alternatives’ penalties, an
appropriate approach and design process are required. In a systems
engineering process, it is essential to identify, validate, and verify the
various constraints of shipbuilding and operation in the design phase
for the development of minimal ballast water vessel. Generally, the
systems engineering basis design process involves a “system analysis
and control tool”, which allows for the effective management of
various design entities from various viewpoints, including technical
and economic feasibility (Leonard, 1999; Kang et al., 2016). In this
study, the business model was used as a system analysis and control
tool, which was suggested by Kang et al. (2016). The business model
consists of six elements: the design of a new concept for a minimal

3

ballast vessel (Task); the required value of the enhanced berth access
and loading capability compared to the existing ‘MIBS’ (Value); the
expected revenue of the designed concept, such as a decrease in the
ecosystem disturbance (meeting D-2) and the reasonable hull build
cost (Revenue); the available and considered infrastructure, such as
port facilities, ships in operation, rules and regulations, ship yards
(Infra); the channels to enable the design concepts, such as technical
and economic feasibilities (Channel); and the stakeholders of the task,
including ship owners, ship builders, port authorities, classification
societies, and fishing industries (Stakeholder). The factors considered
in this study are shown in Table 3.
By adopting a business model for the systems analysis and a control
tool for the design process, the ISO/IEC 15288-based ‘Vee’ design
process was adopted and modified, as shown in Fig. 1. In the early
phase of the design process, the measure of effectiveness (MOE), key
performance parameters (KPPs), measure of performance (MOP) and
technical performance measures (TPMs) should be identified in order
to validate and verify the feasibility of the design results in the early
phase of the design process. During the design process, all the design
aspects should be analyzed and determined within the boundaries of

Table 3 Business model for a new non / minimal ballast ship design
Task

Minimal ballast operation of a ship

Value

Enhanced berth access and loading capability compare to existing ‘MIBS’

Revenue

Decrease in ecosystem disturbance (meeting D-2), a reasonable hull build cost

Infra

Port facilities, ships in operation, rules and regulations, shipyards

Channel

Technical and economic feasibility

Stakeholder

Ship owners, ship builders, port authorities, classification societies, fishing industries

Fig. 1 Design process for a new minimal ballast ship design [derived and edited from (Kang et al., 2016)]
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2.1 Requirement analysis

2.2 Functional analysis and allocation
Each requirement should be functionalized for the new minimal
ballast ship design. To functionalize the requirements R1–R5 in Table

To achieve this goal, eight requirements were derived, as shown in
Table 4. R1 to R7 are the general requirements for a non/minimal
ballast water ship. The new design should meet the requirements at the

4, technologies pertaining to fluid performance are required. R6 and
R7 are the requirements related to the structural strength, and R8
requires the ship be able to be adapted to existing harbor facilities. The

same level as the previous alternatives. R8 is the requirements to
overcome the existing difficulties of a ‘storm ballast’ of the ‘no or
minimal discharge’ alternatives.

functions to accommodate each requirement are listed in Table 6,
including all the identified requirements.

R1 is a requirement related to the stability of a ship. When changing
the existing hull form, such as the MIBS, it is difficult to achieve the
same stability as that of the existing ship. In such cases, the placement

2.3 Synthesis
In the synthesis process, the design alternatives shall be generated to
implement the functions in Table 6 within the boundaries of the

of the keel or stabilizer should be reviewed in terms of the dynamic
behavior, propulsion power of the ship, and cost. R2 is a requirement
for the trim and heel control, considering the weight distribution of

business model. To implement F1 and F4, any requirements for new
rules and regulations should be minimized. In addition, the existing
rules and regulations for ship stability and structural strength must be

cargo. R3 stipulates the immersion depth required for securing the
self-propulsion capability of a ship. R4 is a requirement related to the
operation cost of the ship. R5 states the condition for bow slamming

satisfied. For F2, a minimum level of the propeller immersion depth
and bow draft must be achieved. For F3, any type of external
attachment should be avoided to ensure the appropriate ship resistance

reduction, which should be considered together with R3 to ensure the
proper immersion depth of the bow. R6 and R7 are requirements for
managing the load applied to the ship according to the cargo weight

performance. For F4 and F5, changes in the draft, beam, and bilge
radius of the existing ship should be limited to ensure the berth access
and usability of cargo loading facilities. The adjustment of the

distribution and the arrangement of the ballast of the ship. R8 requires
that the designed concept should be able to utilize the existing port
facilities. From the results of the analysis of the requirements, the

baselines of the bow and stern of a ship can be used to meet the
functional requirements. However, when considering the required
couplings and machinery systems among the bow, stern, and cargo

TPMs are generated and shown in Table 5. The TPM is generated from
each essential requirement for a minimal ballast ship, and the MOP is
measured after all TPMs are satisfied. Then, the MOE / KPP can be

hold parts of the ship for adjusting the baseline, the design concept
shown in Fig. 2 does not meet the ‘revenue’ of the business model.
Since it is practically impossible for an adjustable hull form to meet

evaluated as a considerable design result.

the requirements of Table 4 and the business model of Table 3, to build

the defined business model.

Table 4 Redefined requirements for the new non/minimal ballast ship design
R1

Maintain the stability of the ship

R5

Reduction of slamming

R2

Trim and heel control

R6

Reduction of the bending moment of the ship

R3

Secure immersion depth of the propeller

R7

Relief of the sheer force of the ship

R4

Ensure the ship resistance performance

R8

Harbor operability (berth access / loading constraints)

Table 5 Criteria, thresholds and indicators for TPMs
Type

TPM

**

Criterion

Threshold

TPM1

Ship stability

Meet the rules and regulations

TPM2

Trim and heel control

Same as original hull form

TPM3

Resistance performance

Minimum increase in EHP

TPM4

Structural strength

Meet the related CSR-H**

TPM5

Harbor operability

Berth access/loading constraints

CSR-H: Harmonized Common Structural Rules

Table 6 Function list for new non/minimal ballast ship design
F1

Function to maintain ship stability

TPM1

R1

F2

Trim and heel control function

TPM2

R2, R3, R5

F3

Function to maintain resistance performance

TPM3

R4

F4

Function to sustain the structural strength of the ship

TPM4

R6, R7

F5

Function for berth access and usability for loading facilities

TPM5

R8

A Feasibility Review for an Uneven Baseline Basis Minimal Ballast Ship
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Fig. 2 An initial concept of the adjustable bow, stern and cargo hold baselines for non/minimal ballast operation
the fluid flow and affects the seakeeping ability for F1. Furthermore,
measures should be taken to secure the longitudinal strength under
repetitive hogging and sagging conditions. To reduce the adverse
effects of the shear force and bending moment on the structural
strength of the hull, the heel trim must be carefully weighed and
controlled during the cargo loading process. For F1 and F4, a
center-line bottom keel-based structural reinforcement can be used.
While a fin-stabilizer for F1 has no effect on the normal concept of the

Fig. 3 Body plan, modified (left side) and original (right side)
hull form
a reasonable design alternative for the functions in Table 6, a fixed
type uneven baseline hull form (modified) has been generated on the
basis of an existing 176K bulk carrier hull form (original). Fig. 3
shows the body plan of an uneven baseline minimal ballast bulk
carrier.
From the Fig. 3, the suggested ‘modified’ hull form has uneven
baselines of the bow, stern, and cargo holds. These differences should
be addressed because an uneven baseline can affect the ship’s
resistance performance. In addition, an uneven baseline interferes with

static stability of a ship, it has a positive effect on the dynamic
stability. Since the fin is usually not considered for a large ship, the
cost effectiveness and possible capacity of the fin should be
considered before implementation. To obtain the proper immersion
depth of the propeller of the designed ship, a reduction of the propeller
diameter can be considered by changing from a single-screw to
twin-screw propulsion with an uneven baseline. In addition, for
non-ballast exchange operation in certain loading conditions, a
permanent ballast system will be required for F2 and F5. In this case,
the operation of the permanent ballast should take the water depth and
loading condition control ability of the port into account. The design
should also consider the amount of required permanent ballasts for
securing the appropriate immersion depth and a safe return voyage
with empty cargo holds. By increasing the baseline of the cargo holds,

Table 7 Initial dimensions of the designed ship
Original

Modified

Length (p.p.)

282.00 m

282.00 m

Breadth (mld)

45.00 m

45.00 m

Draught laden (Draught ballast TA)

17.70 m (7.70 m)

17.70 m (6.70 m)

Trim
Baseline of cargo holds

-0.175 m
-

-0.176 m
2.45 m elevated

GM (metacentric height)

4.88 m

6.84 m

Deadweight

168,310 t

127,935 t
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Table 8 List of developments for a new non/minimal ballast ship design
S1

Uneven baseline of cargo holds

F2 and F5

S2

Permanent ballast system only for loading and unloading

F4

S3

Bottom keel system

F1 and F3

Table 9 Geometry and principal particulars of the model ship for CFD
Original

Modified
Condition
Tm (m)
2

S (m )
Design speed

Original

Modified

Original

Modified

17.7

17.7

0.5429

0.5429

19,113

18.8015

19,981
15 kt (7.717 m/s)

17.9843
1.3515 (m/s)

※ Tm (Draft of the ship), S (Area of wetted surface)
the wetted surface area is decreased slightly, which can contribute to

the ship’s resistance performance, structural safety, and workability at

the ship’s resistance performance. However, since the uneven baseline
may have a negative effect on the ship resistance performance, the
feasibility of design alternatives for F3 should be carefully examined.

shipyards. For S2, the amount of permanent ballast should be
minimized to consider the controllability of the loading weight
distribution. Finally, for S3 the bottom keel should be properly

For F4, in the hull form modification process the applicability of the
hull form to the existing rules and regulations is considered.
The provisional specifications of the designed ship are described in

configured to prevent it from detaching from the baseline of the bow
and stern.

Table 7. From the hull form modification of the existing 176K bulk
carrier, the wetted surface is reduced by approximately 4.4%
compared to those of the original hull form under full loaded

3. Ship Resistance Performance basis

conditions. Under ballasting conditions, the required fixed ballast was
estimated at approximately 42,000 t for a 7.5 m TA.
The synthesis results of reviewing the technical alternatives for the

The ship resistance performance affects the operating cost, and
especially the fuel oil consumption. For this reason, the ship resistance
performance should be determined in the early design phase. Although

required functions are summarized in Table 8. The conceptually
designed ship was reconfigured from the existing 176K bulk carrier.
The tanks for the ballast are minimized and the auxiliaries and

the model ship basin test is recommended, for a fast and effective
evaluation in this study, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD)-based
evaluation was adopted with the model ship basin test results and the

superstructure have been relocated for the initial trim and heel
conditions. For S1, the uneven baseline of the cargo holds,
consideration should be given to the influence of these differences on

sea trial data of an existing 176K bulk carrier. Thus, when the
evaluation results have economic feasibility, the model ship-based test
will be adopted in the next study. For the model scale CFD simulation,

(a)

Feasibility Evaluation

(b)

Fig. 4 GZ curves of the original and the modified hull form, (a) Laden condition (b) Ballast condition
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a hull model is generated, as described in Table 9.
Regarding the ship’s stability performance, the designed uneven
baseline hull form has a larger righting arm compared to the original

‘original’ and ‘modified’ hull forms, the commercial program
GRIDGEN (Pointwise, Inc.) was used to generate the H-O type
multiblock structured grid systems. In the CFD simulation in this

hull form, as shown in Fig. 4.
For the model scale CFD simulations, the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation-based Wave and viscous flow

study, the free surface was captured using the level-set method, while
for the turbulence closure, the Explicit algebraic reynolds stress model
(EARSM) was used with Launder and Spalding’s wall function. The

(WAVIS) software which KRISO (Korea Research Institute of Ships
and Ocean Engineering) developed and widely used in Korean ship
yards was used. As shown in Table 10, understanding the simulation of

details of the numerical methods used can be found in Kim et al.
(2011), Kim et al. (2014).
From the numerical resistance test, as shown in Table 11, the

the flow around the ship helps in generating an accurate grid
arrangement. The grid includes the free surface area with a total of
3.6M grid points for the half domain, which is equivalent to the

effective horsepower (EHP) was predicted to increase from 1.5 to
2.0%, depending on the speed of the bulk carrier, compared to the
existing 176K bulk carrier. From the information on the differences

medium size grid in a previous study (Kim et al., 2011). Starting from
the initial graphics exchange specification (IGES) description of the

between the predicted EHP and the actual instrumented delivery
horsepower (DHP) of the existing 176K bulk carrier, the DHP of the

Table 10 Grid information and distribution
Grid information
Number of Grid points (half)

3.6M

Number of grid block

13

Average y+

~ 80

Half domain size [x ,y, z]

[-1.5 L ~ 2.5 L, 0 L ~ 1.0 L, -1.0 L ~ 0.03 L]
Grid distribution

Original (bow)

Modified (bow)

Original (stern)

Modified (stern)
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Table 11 Numerical resistance test results
Vs

Original

Modified

CFD (model scale)
Fn

Re

ITTC

Full scale prediction
Cr

Cts

R
(kN)

EHP
(kW)

kt

m/s

Cf

Cp

Ctm

Cfm

Cfs

12

6.173

0.1174

13

6.688

0.1272

9.55E+06

2.98151

0.60113

3.58264

3.02422

1.40958

0.55842

1.96800

768.7

4745.3

1.03E+07

2.94135

0.59370

3.53505

2.98244

1.39624

0.55261

1.94885

893.3

5974.5

14

7.202

0.1369

1.11E+07

2.9053

0.59787

3.50317

2.94452

1.38406

0.55865

1.94271

1032.8

7438.5

15

7.717

0.1467

1.19E+07

2.86288

0.61369

3.47657

2.90987

1.37286

0.56670

1.93956

1183.7

9134.1

12

6.173

0.1174

9.55E+06

2.97653

0.73649

3.71303

3.02422

1.40958

0.68881

2.09839

784.4

4842.0

13

6.688

0.1272

1.03E+07

2.92307

0.73461

3.65768

2.98244

1.39624

0.67524

2.07148

908.7

6077.3

14

7.202

0.1369

1.11E+07

2.87961

0.74548

3.62509

2.94452

1.38406

0.68057

2.06463

1050.4

7565.3

15

7.717

0.1467

1.19E+07

2.8348

0.75967

3.59447

2.90987

1.37286

0.68460

2.05746

1201.6

9272.6

※ Vs: Velocity of the ship, CFD: Computational fluid dynamics, ITTC: The International Towing Tank Conference, Cf: friction resistance
coefficient, Cp: prismatic coefficient, Ctm: total resistance coefficient of model-scale ship, Cfm: Cf of model-scale ship, Cfs: Cf of full-scale ship,
Cr: residuary resistance coefficient, Cts: total resistance coefficient of full-scale ship, R: Resistance, EHP: Effective horse power

designed ship was estimated to have the same ratio for predicting fuel

to ‘Original’ hull form.

oil consumption as that of the designed ship at the actual scale.
For more detailed ship resistance performance comparison, model
ship basin test has adopted. Fig. 5 shows model ships and Table 12

Empirically, losses in the cargo capacity can be compensated with
an enlarged freeboard by considering the bulk general cargo loading
condition. Assuming that the modified and original hull form has same

shows basin test results at same draft (17.7 m) conditions. From the
test, EHP increased 5.25% and BHP (Breake horse power) increased
6.55% on average from 12 kt (6.173 m/s) to 15 kt (7.717 m/s) compare

cargo amount, the ‘Original’ hull form’s draft can be reduced to 15.89
m when the draft of ‘Modified’ hull form fixed to 17.70 m. At this
time, the BHP gap between ‘Modified’ and ‘Original’ hull form

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Model ships, (a) original and (b) modified hull form
Table 12 Model ship basin resistance test results at same draft condition
Vs

Original

Modified

kt

m/s

PE
(kW)

PB
(kW)

RPM
(1/s)

BHP
increase

RPM
increase

EHP
increase

12

6.173

4391.0

6430.0

69.49

-

-

-

13

6.688

5528.0

8074.0

75.15

-

-

-

14

7.202

6871.0

10019.0

80.88

-

-

-

15

7.717

8538.0

12462.0

86.97

-

-

-

12

6.173

4601.8

6832.0

70.62

6.3%

1.6%

4.8%

13

6.688

5819.8

8609.0

76.43

6.6%

1.7%

5.3%

14

7.202

7261.8

10716.0

82.32

7.0%

1.8%

5.7%

15

7.717

8981.0

13248.0

88.36

6.3%

1.6%

5.2%
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increases more than 12.5% as shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows model ship
basin test pictures, conditions and nominal velocity contour at
propeller plane at same displacement condition and Fig. 6 shows RPM
and BHP of ‘Modified’ and ‘Original’ hull forms.
To compensate loses in ship resistance performance of ‘modified’
hull form, flow stress intensive parts of hull geometry as shown in Fig.
8 shall be improved. Moreover, enlarged beam width can be
considered to increase cargo loading capacity of ‘modified’ hull form.
Regarding the sea keeping ability, the characteristics of the ship
motion in sea waves are important. As shown in Fig. 9, compared to
the original hull form, although the modified hull form shows lack of
sea keeping performance in heave and roll motion, the pitch motion
characteristics of the ‘modified’ hull form do not significantly differ
from those of the original hull form. To analyze ship behavior
characteristics, SMTP (Ship motion total package), which is the
KRISO’s in-house simulation tool (new version of SURVSHIP
(Survivability of ship)) has used (Lee, 2015). In the simulation, 0.02
second time step has applied. Figure 6 shows ship behavior
characteristics in the regular wave with beam-sea (entrance angle of 90
degree) condition. Due to uneven baseline, suggested hull form shows

Fig. 6 BHP and RPM, (a) original and (b) modified hull form

(a)
TF (m)
17.612

TA (m)
17.788

Tm (m)
17.700

KB (m)
10.181

(b)
Lcb (%)
2.81

3

DISV (m )
169,593

TF (m)
15.890

TA (m)
15.890

Tm (m)
15.890

KB (m)
8.244

Lcb (%)
3.56

DISV (m3)
169,593

Fig. 7 Model ship basin tests (above) and nominal velocity contour at propeller plane (below), (a) original and (b) modified hull form
at same displacement condition
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the pressure distribution between the original (above) and the modified (below) hull form

Fig. 9 Sample of the designed ship’s motion analysis results in waves under fully loaded conditions (wave height: 2 m, beam sea
condition)
lack of seakeeping ability especially in heave and roll motions. In case

decrease in the ultimate bending moment capacity. To compensate for

of Heave motion, it is estimated that waves between bow and stern
uneven baseline enlarges ship motion compare to ‘original’ hull form.
For roll motion, it is estimated that shorten immersion depth of

the decreased ultimate bending moment capacity, the weight of the
ship’s structure can be increased. For this reason, in order to convince

‘modified’ hull form enlarges initial roll motion.
To compensate for the losses in the ship motion under waves,
relationship between the geometry of mid-ship section and roll

ballast bulk carrier, the structural design evaluation under different sea
states should be adopted in the next study.

damping will be considered (Park et al., 2019). If the propeller
diameter is decreased to accommodate for the adjusted ship speed and
the engine performance, then the elevating height of the baseline of the

4. Conclusion

the technical feasibility of the suggested uneven baseline minimal

To design a new minimal ballast ship which operate certain amount

cargo holds can be decreased to secure the proper cargo capacity, ship
resistance, and seakeeping performance. When considering only the
mid-ship section of the suggested uneven baseline minimal ballast

of permanent ballast for ballast-water free operation, the existing

bulk carrier, a decrease in the depth of the cargo holds will lead to a

ballast’, the conceptually an uneven baseline basis ‘no or minimal

alternatives for ballast water were reviewed. To overcome the lack of
berth access and loading constraints of the MIBS / NOBS ‘storm

A Feasibility Review for an Uneven Baseline Basis Minimal Ballast Ship

discharge’ alternative so called ‘modified’ hull form suggested. To
generate the ‘modified’ concept, a simplified systems engineeringbased design approach was adopted. By examining the roles of the
ballast water and existing alternatives, seven general requirements for
a new minimal ballast ship and one specific requirement for
overcoming the penalties of a ‘storm ballast’ were identified. Then,
five functional requirements were generated for the uneven baseline
minimal ballast vessel. As suggested, the concept has wide and parallel
sides compared to the existing V-hull design of a ‘storm ballast’, so the
lack of berth access capability can be compensated theoretically. As
for loading constraints, the smaller beam size of the suggested concept
compare to exiting MIBS / NOBS concept can be helpful in
compensating for the load constraints. However, during the model ship
basin test, under the same draft conditions, the EHP of ‘modified’
increased 5.25% and BHP increased 6.55% on average compare to
‘original’ hull form. Given the loss in cargo loading capacity, the
suggested ‘modified’ hull form’s economic feasibility is assessed at an
awkward level. So, resistance performance at same displacement
condition has also tested via model ship basin test. From the basin test,
more than 12.5 loss in BHP has convinced. From this review result,
losses in the cargo capacity and ship resistance performance shall be
consider concurrently in the design phase to have technical and
economic feasibility. By optimizing the geometry and dimension of
the ‘modified’ hull form, a certain amount of loss in resistance
performance and cargo capacity shall be compensated in the next
study. Although the suggested uneven baseline basis ‘modified’ hull
form has many rooms for commercializing, the suggested design,
evaluation process and methodologies can be adapted to generate
various attempts at developing non/minimal ballast ships to keep the
healthy ocean environment from organisms of different ecosystems or
a large amount of sterile sea water.
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ABSTRACT: An azimuth propeller can generate thrust in all directions by rotating its housing with an electric motor. An azimuth propeller can
be operated using several methods to stop a ship. This study aims to derive an efficient method to stop a ship safely using an azimuth propeller through
full-scale maneuvering trials with the research vessel “NARA” of Pukyong National University in 4.63 m/s (9 kts). Five methods with different azimuth
propeller operations were tested to stop the ship. The test results confirmed that the simultaneous use of the thrust and the hydrodynamic force acting
on the strut is the most effective method to stop the ship.

1. Introduction

(Nakato et al., 1976; Yoshimura, 1994). Recent studies have
investigated methods for estimating the stopping ability of full-scale

An azimuth propeller refers to a propeller capable of generating

ships using the free-running model test or computational fluid

thrust in all directions by rotating its housing through an electric

dynamics (Ueno et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018). However, few studies

motor. It is used for offshore specialized vessels because it improves

have reviewed methods for improving the stopping ability of ships

berthing and maneuvering performances in the port, and it enables

through full-scale maneuvering trials using azimuth propellers.

dynamic positioning. A maritime autonomous surface ship, which has

This study aims to derive an effective method to safely stop a ship

recently attracted attention, is likely to be equipped with a bow

through a full-scale maneuvering trial using azimuth propellers. The

thruster and an azimuth propeller, rather than a general propulsion and

full-scale maneuvering was performed using the research vessel

steering gear system, to implement automatic berthing and

“NARA” of Pukyong National University. Five different approaches

un-berthing. Therefore, continuous studies will be necessary for the

were tested to stop ships by varying the operation of azimuth

maneuvering performance of ships equipped with an azimuth

propellers. Using the test results, the track reach of the ship was

propeller.

analyzed to determine the most effective method.

The maneuvering performance of ships are primarily categorized

2. Preparation of Full-Scale Maneuvering Trial

into turning, course changing, and stopping abilities. As a ship is
typically equipped with two or more azimuth propellers, various
methods can be used to manipulate the propellers for turning and

2.1 Test vessel and azimuth propeller

course changing, as well as for stopping a ship. According to ship

This study was conducted using the research vessel NARA of

captains and maritime pilots, ships equipped with azimuth propellers

Pukyong National University. The general arrangement and

can reduce the track reach by 50% or more at the time of emergency

specifications of NARA are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1, respectively.

stop compared with ships equipped with general single-shaft

NARA was equipped with two Rolls-Royce US 155 contra- rotating

propellers, depending on the stopping method (Nowicki, 2014).

propellers (CRPs), which were azimuth propellers equipped with a pair

Previous studies on the stopping ability of ships have focused

of CRPs. The appearance and specifications of the azimuth propeller of

primarily on methods using maneuvering mathematical models

NARA are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 2, respectively.
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Fig. 1 General arrangement of NARA
Table 1 Principal dimensions of NARA

Table 2 Azimuth thruster units of NARA

Item

Value

Item

Value

Length overall, LOA

70.7 m

Max. power on the input shaft

1,100 kW

Length between perpendicular, LBP

59.7 m

Main engine nominal speed

0-1200 rpm

Breadth

13.5 m

Draft

4.7 m

Max. allowable torque on the
input shaft

8.75 kN·m

Displacement

1,494 t

Gear reduction ratio in unit

5.311:1

Propeller type

Contra-Rotating propellers (CRP),
Monoblock, Fixed pitch

Propeller diameter

2200 mm / 1950
(front / aft propeller)

Number of propeller blades

4 / 5 (front / aft propeller)

Propeller revolution speed

0-226 rpm

Stem length

3,620 mm

Steering speed

3 rpm

Metacentric height, GM

0.6 m

Designed speed

7.1 m/s (13.8 kt)

2.2 Test methods
The International Maritime Organization enacted and legislated
steering performance standards (maneuverability resolution) in 1994,
providing the minimum maneuvering performance required for ships.
Crash astern and stopping inertia tests were performed to identify the
stopping ability, and the crash astern test was conducted for
test-driving commercial vessels. The crash astern test method is as
follows. The propeller is windmilled by discontinuing fuel supply to
the engine of the ship moving forward at a certain speed, and the
engine rotation is reversed to stop the ship when the engine reaches
approximately 20% of the rotational speed at the maximum continuous
rate. The data to be derived from the crash astern test are defined in
Fig. 3, including the track reach, head reach, and lateral deviation
during the stop (ITTC, 2017).
The stopping process of a ship, as previously described, is a general
method applicable to all types of vessels. For ships equipped with
azimuth propellers, additional ship stopping methods exist. The first
method is to stop a ship by rotating an azimuth propeller by 180° to
change the thrust direction when the angle of the azimuth propeller in
Fig. 2 Azimuth propeller of NARA

the moving-forward situation is defined as 0°. Although this method
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Table 3 Case description of the stopping procedure (Nowicki, 2014)
Case

Description

1

IInertia stopping (propellers windmilling) with the azimuth angle of deflection 90° outward

2

Stopping with the azimuth angle of deflection 90° outwards. Propellers revolutions not changed.

3

Stopping by turning azimuth around (180°). When turning the azimuth, the number of propeller revolutions decreased, and the
propeller revolutions returned.

4

Stopping by changing the propeller direction of revolution. The astern number of propeller revolutions is the same as that
ahead.

5

Stopping by indirect maneuver: deflection of azimuths by 30° outward, with simultaneous reversing of propellers. The astern
number of propeller revolutions is the same as that ahead.
which was approximately 65% of NARA's service speed. According to
the provisions of the International Maritime Organization (IMO,
2002), a stopping test must be conducted at a speed equivalent to 90%
of the service speed; however, our test was conducted at 4.63 m/s (9
kts) owing to severe hull vibrations at that speed. The measurement
period of the test data was 1 Hz. The position information of this vessel
were measured by latitude and longitude coordinates, but they were
converted into the Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates in this
study. The measured velocity was the ground speed, but environmental
disturbances such as wind and current in this region prevented the
vessel from stopping accurately based on the ground speed. Hence, the
track reach, lateral deviation, and time to dead were derived assuming
that the vessel stopped when the vessel speed reached 0.46 m/s (0.9
kts) or less, which was 10% of the initial speed. Figs. 4 to 8 show the
graphs of the test results by each stopping method. The left-side graph
shows the vessel speed and track reach, and the right-side graph
indicates the trajectory of the ship.

Fig. 3 Definitions used in stopping trials (ITTC, 2017)

Table 4 shows a summary of the track reach, lateral deviation, and
time to dead for each stopping method.
In Cases 1 and 2, which stop the ship by rotating the azimuth

improves the stopping ability in comparison with the case of using
reverse propulsion, an excessive load can be applied to the propeller
blades when rotating the azimuth propeller. The second method is to

propeller 90° outward, the hydrodynamic force acting on the strut and
the housing were used to stop the ship. In Case 3, which stops the ship
by rotating the azimuth propeller 180°, and in Case 4, which stops the

simultaneously apply the reverse propulsion and rotate the azimuth
propeller at a certain angle to additionally use the hydrodynamic force
acting on the housing and strut to stop a ship. The rotation of the

ship by reverse propulsion, the thrust of the propeller was used directly
to stop the ship. In Case 5, which stops the ship by rotating the azimuth
propeller 30° outward while reversing the propellers, both the

azimuth propeller at a certain angle results in the generation of lift and
drag owing to the angle of attack on the propeller housing and the strut
having a shape similar to the blade surface, which can be used to stop

hydrodynamic force acting on the strut and the housing as well as the
thrust of the propeller were used to stop the ship. The difference
between Cases 1 and 2 is the propeller rotation. The acceleration of the

the ship. In this study, the five methods used by Nowicki (2014) were
tested to stop the ship. Table 3 describes the applied stopping
procedures.

fluid due to propeller rotation was added to the movement speed of the
hull, thereby forming an angle of attack in the propeller housing and the
strut. The difference in the angle of attack of the propeller housing and

3. Results of Full-Scale Maneuvering Trial

the strut between Cases 1 and 2 changed the hydrodynamic force in the
ship’s stopping direction, resulting in a difference in the track reach.
The comparison of the results from Cases 3 and 4 reveals that the

The full-scale maneuvering trial was conducted on April 23, 2019,
near Mijo-myeon in the Southern coast (near latitude: 34.72°,
longitude: 128.11°). During the trial, the average wind speed and wind

method of stopping the ship using reverse propulsion reduces the track
reach by 21% compared to that of rotating the azimuth propeller by
180°. This difference is considered to be caused by the difference in the

direction in this region were 6.5 m/s, and 15.8°, respectively, and no
current was measured. The initial speed was set at 4.63 m/s (9 kts),

time required for the thrust of the propeller to act in the stopping
direction of the ship. As the steering speed of the azimuth propeller
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Fig. 4 Stopping test results for 1st stopping mode

Fig. 5 Stopping test results for 2nd stopping mode

Fig. 6 Stopping test results for 3rd stopping mode
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Fig. 7 Stopping test results for 4th stopping mode

Fig. 8 Stopping test results for 5th stopping mode
Table 4 Stopping test results
Case

Track reach, TR

Head reach, HR

Lateral deviation, LD
(LBP)

Time to dead, TD

(m)

(LBP)

(m)

(LBP)

(m)

(s)

1

313.84

5.26

230.83

3.87

121.58

2.04

155

2

260.88

4.37

257.75

4.32

32.65

0.55

157

3

145.80

2.44

144.83

2.43

11.85

0.20

61

4

114.70

1.92

114.74

1.92

5.59

0.09

56

5

107.15

1.79

106.99

1.79

3.54

0.06

56

was 3 rpm according to the specifications listed in Table 2,

could be shortened in the stopping direction of the ship, in comparison to

approximately 10 s was required to rotate the azimuth propeller by
180°. In Case 3, reverse propulsion began after the rotation of the
azimuth propeller was completed. Fig. 6 shows that the speed reduction

Case 3. Furthermore, in both methods, the slipstream of the propeller
was directed to the stern, which affected the pressure distribution on the
stern and hence the resistance acting on the hull. The propeller in Case

rate increased after approximately 25 s. Meanwhile, because the
reverse propulsion in Case 4 began immediately after a deceleration in
rotation when the stopping test was initiated, the thrust generation time

3 was located closer to the hull than compared with Case 4, which could
affect the increase in distance traveled by the ship before stopping. The
results of Case 5 show that this method is the most effective for
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ABSTRACT: This paper proposes the optimal shape of an LNG fuel tank with a lattice pressure vessel (LPV) design for a tugboat. The LPV is a
Type C tank with a design philosophy of “design by analysis,” which facilitates greater variability of shape compared with other traditional Type C
tanks. Further, compared with conventional cylindrical fuel tanks, the LPV provides better volumetric efficiency. Considering the shape of a fuel tank
room, a trapezoidal shape of the LPV is concluded as the most optimal design. This study performs two major analyses of the LPV: structural and
heat transfer analyses. First, a design procedure of the LPV based on structural analyses is elaborated. The finite element method is used for the analyses.
Furthermore, the results guarantee that the maximum stresses by applied loads do not exceed an allowable stress limitation. Second, the heat transfer
analysis of the LPV is conducted. LNG boil-off gas generation is analyzed based on various insulation materials and the degree of acuum.

1. Introduction
Owing to pollutants emitted from ships, global warming and

advance to Phase II (20% CO2 reduction) in 2020 and to Phase III
(30% CO2 reduction) in 2025. Furthermore, it was proposed to
advance to Phase IV (40% CO2 reduction) in 2030 instead of 2040

environmental pollution are becoming serious problems in the field of
world maritime transport. Existing ship fuels include heavy fuel oil
(HFO), which is heavy oil, and marine diesel oil (MDO) and marine

(IMO, 2018).
Therefore, liquefied natural gas (LNG), which is an eco-friendly
fuel, is known to be a promising alternative fuel suitable for reducing

gas oil (MGO), which are a mixture of heavy oil and diesel;
environmental pollutants are discharged from these fuels. Pollutants in
the main emission gases include sulfur oxides (SOx), nitrogenoxides

the emissions of SOx, NOx, and CO2, which are pollutants emitted
from ships. According to Alternative Fuels Insight (AFI) provided by
DNV-GL, there are 170 LNG-operated ships and 147 LNG-propelled

(NOx), and carbondioxide (CO2).
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) introduced
regulations to limit emissions from ships. According to the SOx

ships as of October 2019, and 55 more ships will be built by 2020
(DNV-GL, 2019).
Starting in September 2020, the five largest ports in Korea will be

regulation, the sulfur content in fuels used in an emission control area
(ECA) is limited to 0.5% as of 2020, and according to the NOx
regulation, it should satisfy the “Tier II” level in general waters and

designated as ECAs. Accordingly, domestic coastal ships are also built
as LNG-propelled ships, and tugboats, which account for a large
proportion, will have to use the LNG fuel. Furthermore, because

“Tier III” in the ECA as of 2016. In addition, regulations on CO2
emissions have been gradually applied by introducing the energy
efficiency design index (EEDI). The EEDI refers to the amount of CO2

tugboats push and pull large ships, these boats require high power for
the total weight than other coastal ships (Kifune and Nishio, 2015).
This indicates that tugboats require a high-power engine and a large

(gCO2/t·mile) generated by a new ship that carries one ton of cargo for
one mile. The EEDI has been proposed by the IMO’s Marine
Environmental Protection Committee (MEPC) and requires a 10%

LNG fuel tank. As the hull is limited in space, a fuel tank suitable to
the shape of a tugboat and having a high volume efficiency is required.
The pressurized fuel tank does not affect the gas fuel supply, and it

reduction in CO2 emissions at each phase as of 2008 (Ivica and Ante,
2015). In the MEPC 72nd conference in May 2018, it was proposed to

can withstand the maximum design pressure even if the internal
pressure of the tank increases due to boil-off gas (BOG). Therefore,
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BOG treatment equipment is not required. However, because the
existing Type C fuel tank is a cylinder-type, and thus, its aspect ratio is
fixed, it is difficult to design a free shape. Furthermore, it can only
contain a small amount of LNG fuel due to its round shape (Ahn et al.,
2017). A lattice pressure vessel (LPV) can be designed freely and can
increase the volume ratio and volume efficiency compared with the
conventional cylindrical fuel tank. In addition, the aspect ratio is not
limited, allowing fuel tank designs of any size (Lee et al., 2017).
The BOG generation from an LNG fuel tank is related to the surface
area according to the size of the fuel tank and insulation performance.
Due to the heat inflow generated by the temperature difference
between the outside temperature and the inside of the tank, the LNG,
whose temperature is -163℃ at atmospheric pressure, is vaporized to
generate the BOG. Therefore, a double structure should be used for the
fuel tank to maintain the vacuum and the heat insulating material so
that the heat inflow is minimized. This method and application have
been applied in LNG storage systems, and the thermal conductivity
(  ) and the heat flux ( ) according to the vacuum level have been
verified through experiments with various insulation materials
(Fesmire, 2015).
In this study, the optimum shape of the fuel tank for an LNG-fueled
tugboat is designed and an LPV, which can improve the storage
efficiency of the LNG, is proposed. Furthermore, by applying various
insulation materials in the proposed fuel tank, the BOG generation
analysis is conducted to predict the minimum BOG generation inside a
fuel tank suitable for a tugboat.

2. Optimum Shape Design of
LNG Fuel Tank of Tugboat
2.1 LNG fuel tank space in tugboat
The fuel tank in ships using natural gas as fuel should be installed so
that it can be protected from the risk of collision or stranding. The fuel
tank designed in this study and its location were also determined based
on this criterion. A detailed criterion is as follows. On the side of the
fuel tank, the distance measured vertically from the side of the ship at
the level of the summer load should be greater than the smaller value
between B/5 and 11.5 m. For the lower surface, the distance from the
side of the ship to the tank should be greater than the smaller value

Fig. 1 Drawing of fuel tank room in the tugboat
This directly affects the capacity of the fuel tank and reduces the
amount of available LNG. Consequently, the LNG bunkering cycle is
shortened, and the BOG generated during fueling leads to inefficient
operation of the tugboat.
Unlike conventional cylindrical tanks, the LPV used in this study
has a free shape. As the aspect ratio is not determined, the LPV can be
designed to fit the space of the fuel tank room. Comparing the volume
efficiency ratio between the cylinder tank and the LPV, the maximum
volume efficiency ratio of the cylinder is 78.5%, whereas the ideal
ratio of the LPV is 100% (Ahn et al., 2017). In addition, as the LPV is a
pressure tank, BOG treatment equipment is not required, and thus, it is
possible to maximize the fuel tank space.
For the fuel tank of the tugboat, a trapezoidal LPV was designed
based on the characteristics of the space with a side of a streamlined
shape. Therefore, considering the characteristics of the fuel tank space,
the difference between the cylindrical tank and the LPV is evident. As
shown in Fig. 2, when the cylindrical tank is used in the fuel tank
space, the volume would be 17 m3 even if the cylinders are simply
stacked. In contrast, for the LPV designed in this study, the volume is
37.5 m3 because it can utilize most of the fuel tank space. In other
words, the LPV is approximately 55% more space-efficient than

between B/15 and 2 m, where B is the maximum width of the ship
(IGF CODE, 2015).
Fig. 1 shows the modeling of the 3.7 MW (5,000 hp) LNG-fueled
tugboat and the floor plan inside the bow. The bow part of the tugboat
is allocated for the LNG fuel tank and fuel supply system. As the width
becomes narrower according to the linearity of the bow, the right side
of the fuel tank should be designed in a proper shape to maximize the
space. Therefore, the fuel tank is designed in a trapezoidal shape, and
the space of the opposite fuel supply system is designed according to
the volume and weight of the fuel tank. The detailed design process is
addressed in Section 2.2. If a cylindrical fuel tank is installed in this
space, the streamlined shape in the space will not be efficiently used.

Fig. 2 Comparison of cylinder tanks and LPV in the fuel tank room
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cylinder tanks. In addition, the maintenance of the cylindrical tank is
complicated because each tank is equipped with pipes and safety
valves for fuel movement, whereas the maintenance of the LPV is

   ≤ 

(5)

     ≤ 

(6)

relatively simple because it is equipped with fewer pipes and safety
valves. Therefore, the LPV will incur lower maintenance cost.

     ≤ 

(7)

where
2.2 Lattice pressure vessel shape design
The LPV is designed based on IGF code, IGC code, and ASME BPV
code. The regulations specify the design by analysis requirements,
fracture mechanics, and criteria for non-cylindrical tanks (IGF, 2015;
IGC, 2014; ASME, 2013).
Based on the above regulations, the LPV is designed through
Abaqus, a finite element analysis program. The design procedure of
the LPV by finite element analysis is shown in Fig. 3. First, elements
in the LPV are created and combined. The material is then selected,
and boundary conditions and loads are applied. Finally, the analysis is
conducted, and the design is repeated until the result satisfies the
design criteria.
The accept criteria in Fig. 3 follow the Annex of the IGF Code,
“Standard for the use of limit state methodologies in the design of fuel
containment systems of novel configuration.” The IGF code requires
three-dimensional finite element analysis, hydrodynamic analysis,
buckling, fatigue, and crack propagation analysis. The analysis
conducted in this study focuses on the allowable stress that does not
cause plastic deformation. Specific criteria are as follows.

  primary general membrane stress
  primary local membrane stress
  primary bending stress
  secondary stress


  





  


   × 


   × 

  
  min  ×   


  
  min  ×   



   for stainless steel
 × ×


 ≤ 

(1)

 ≤ 

(2)

 ≤ 

(3)

   ≤ 

(4)


   for stainless steel
 × ×


   ultimate tensile strength
  yield strength

Primary general membrane stress indicates the stress generated on
the plate due to internal pressure, and primary local membrane stress
indicates the stress generated on the joint. The membrane stress is
analyzed to have the same value in the plate thickness direction.
Primary bending stress is the stress that fluctuates along the thickness
direction. Primary bending stress is the stress that changes along the
thickness direction. In designing the LPV, the accept criteria for
primary stress generation should be satisfied so that structurally
proven designs can be obtained. The accept criteria were determined
by applying safety factors such as material factor and consequence
factor to ultimate tensile strength and yield strength.
Therefore, the design pressure, weight, and gravity of the LNG were
considered as the main load conditions in the LPV designed in this
study. In addition, for the design criteria, the allowable stress was
used. As the design pressure, 1 MPa, which is the maximum allowable
relief valve setting specified in the IGF code, was used.

3. Analysis of BOG Generation by Insulation
3.1 Insulation Information
Fig. 3 Design procedure of LPV

Various insulation materials are used in the LNG fuel tank.
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Table 1 Iinsulation properties (Tseng et al., 1997; Fesmire, 2015)
Items

Unit

Aerogel
blanket

Perlite Glass Polyurethane
powder bubble
foam

Thermal
conductivity W/m·K
(101.3 kPa)

0.011

Thermal
conductivity W/m·K
(0.013 kPa)

0.003

0.004

0.002

0.009

0.300

0.300

0.300

0.300

Thickness

m

Table 2 LPV insulation system specification

0.035

0.025

LPV volume
(m3)

Surface area
(m2)

Liquid level
(%)

37.5

79.8

90

0.023
Table 3 BOG calculation parameters
Ambient
temperature
(K)

LNG
temperature
(K)

LNG density
(kg/m3)

Heat of
vaporization
(kJ/kg)

318.15

111.15

450

664.7

Currently, polyurethane foam, perlite powder, glass bubble, and
aerogel blanket are widely used for cryogenic insulation. In addition,
to minimize the heat inflow generated by the temperature difference
between the inside and outside, the vacuum level in the insulation is
increased and the insulation is used in the LNG fuel tank. This is a
test-proven method, and in 2015, perlite powder, glass bubble, aerogel
blanket, multi-layer insulation, fiberglass, and layered composite
insulation (LCI) were applied to a cryogenic liquid storage container
and the heat conduction effect according to the vacuum level was
tested (Fesmire, 2015). In the case of polyurethane foam, there was a
case where the thermal insulation performance was tested not only in
the LNG industry but also in the liquid hydrogen temperature range. In
this case, the thermal insulation performance was tested under vacuum
as well as atmospheric pressure (Tseng et al., 1997). Therefore, this
study analyzed the amount of BOG generated from the fuel tank
according to various insulators. Aerosol, perlite powder, glass bubble,
and polyurethane foam were used as insulation materials. Each
insulation material was analyzed in atmospheric pressure and vacuum.
The insulation properties are shown in Table 1.

assumed that heat transfer by convection and radiation has no effect
considering that the insulation layer has sufficient thickness. In other
words, the amount of BOG generated was analyzed by considering the
heat transfer by conduction alone. It was assumed that the LNG level is
90%, the temperature gradient in the tank would be negligible, and the
outside temperature would be 45℃. The equation of state for the
thermodynamic properties of the LNG used in the calculation is the
Peng-Robinson equation. Based on this information, the derivation
process of the amount of the generated BOG is given in Eqs. (8)-(11).
The thermal resistance in the one-dimensional conduction heat transfer
can be derived using Eq. (8). Assuming that all sides of the LPV are
planar, the thermal resistance (  ) can be determined from the
insulation thickness ( ),thermal conductivity (  ), and cross-sectional
area ( ). Eq. (9) helps calculate the heat intrusion ( ). Dividing the
thermal resistance (  ) obtained from Eq. (8) by the difference
between the external temperature ( ) and the temperature of the LNG
(  ) results in thermal intrusion ( ). The equation for calculating
the BOG, or the LNG evaporating due to heat intrusion ( ), is shown in

3.2 BOG generation analysis
Fig. 4 shows a tugboat LNG fuel tank with an insulation layer and

Eq. (10). The BOG calculated using Eq. (10) is the amount of the LNG
that evaporates during a day and is calculated by the ratio of the heat
intrusion ( ) and the latent heat of evaporation of the LNG (  ).

outer jacket. The LPV, which is a fuel tank, is protected by a uniform
insulating layer and outer jacket to reduce heat inflow. The
information about the fuel tank with the insulation layer is summarized

Finally, to calculate the boil-off rate (BOR), the BOG relative to the
amount of the LNG in the fuel tank should be calculated using Eq.
(11). The LNG in the fuel tank is obtained by multiplying the density

in Table 2.
The amount of BOG generated is calculated using external
temperature, LNG temperature, density, and phase change heat. The

of the LNG (  ), the volume of the fuel tank (  ), and the liquid

relevant information is summarized in Table 3. In this study, it is

fraction (LLF).


(8)

 

  
   ÷ 



(9)

   × ×


(10)


   ×
 ×× 

(11)



where


Fig. 4 LPV with insulation system



insulation thickness (m)
conductivity (W/m·K)
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m in height, 3.9 m in length, 3.7 m in the lower side and 2.4 m in the
upper side, and the radius is 0.5 m. The component is composed of a
19-mm-thick outer surface and 15-mm-thick stiffner. Consequently,

surface area (m2)
thermal resistance (K/W)
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ambient temperature (K)
LNG temperature (K)
heat ingress (kW)

the volume and weight of the LPV were estimated to be 37.5 m3 and
25.37 ton, respectively. Table 4 shows the materials, density, physical
properties, allowable stress, design pressure, and LNG density

heat of vaporization (kJ/kg)
liquid level fraction
density (kg/m3)

information in the design. The load conditions used in the design
include internal pressure, the weight of the LNG, and gravity.
Fig. 6 shows the finite element analysis results of the LNG LPV. In

volume (m3)
boil off gas (kg/day)
boil off rate (%/day)

the results, the von Mises stress indicates that the safety factor is
applied to the combination of bending stress and membrane stress.
Therefore, to satisfy the design specification presented in the IGF code
conservatively, the von Mises stress must be within the allowable

4. Results and Discussion

stress.
The LPV designed in this study has a maximum von Mises stress of

4.1 Shape design result of fuel tank
Fig. 5 shows the LPV designed in this study. The designed LPV is

204.3 MPa and does not exceed 205 MPa, the allowable stress of

trapezoidal by considering the shape of the fuel tank space, and it is 3.3

SUS304. In conclusion, the combination of bending stress and

Fig. 5 Designed LPV
Table 4 Properties used in LPV
Material

Density
(kg/m3)

Poissan’s ratio

Young’s modulus
(MPa)

Allowable stress
(MPa)

Design pressure
(MPa)

LNG density
(kg/m3)

SUS304

8030

0.31

195

205

1

500

Fig. 6 Analysis result of LPV (von Mises stress)
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membrane stress caused by internal pressure, the weight of the LNG,

5. Conclusion

and gravity is considered to satisfy the allowable stress. Thus, the
structural design of the LPV having the design pressure of 1 MPa is
completed.
4.2 BOG generation result
The results of the amount of BOG generated with various insulators
at atmospheric pressure are summarized in Table 5. BOR is 0.518
%/day for aerosol, which has the lowest thermal conductivity, and
1.649 %/day for perlite powder, which has the highest thermal
conductivity. Table 6 shows the results of the amount of BOG
generated when vacuum is applied to various insulations. In the
vacuum state, as the thermal conductivity is lower than that at
atmospheric pressure, the BOR is also low. The BOR is approximately
0.094 %/day for the glass bubble with the lowest thermal conductivity
and 0.424 %/day for polyurethane foam with the highest thermal
conductivity.
The results of the amount of BOG generated according to the
vacuum level and insulation material can be used for the tugboat
operation plan. If the tugboat fuel supply cycle is established, a target
BOR will be designed, which leads to the degree of a vacuum and
selection of the insulation layer. As a future study, if the target BOR of
the tugboat fuel tank is determined, it will be possible to select the
optimum insulation condition and set the operation strategy of the
tugboat through economic evaluation according to various insulation
materials and vacuum level.
Table 5 BOG calculation result (101.3 kPa)
Items

Unit

Thermal
W/m·K
conductivity

Aerogel
blanket

Perlite
powder

Glass Polyurethane
bubble
foam

0.011

0.035

0.025

0.023

In this study, the optimum shape of a fuel tank for an LNG-fueled
tugboat was designed and an LPV was proposed to improve the
volume efficiency. In addition, the minimum amount of BOG
generated was estimated according to the heat inflow by applying
various insulation materials to the proposed fuel tank.
The optimum shape for the 3.7 MW (5,000 hp) tugboat is a trapezoid
with a volume of 37.5 m3 and a fuel tank is designed with rounded
corners to minimize surface area. The surface area of the fuel tank was
79.8 m2 when the LPV was applied, and the volume efficiency in the
same fuel tank space was increased by 55% compared with that of the
cylindrical pressure vessel. The finite element analysis considering the
fuel tank internal pressure, weight of the LNG, and gravity resulted in
a von Mises stress of 204.3 MPa, which is within the allowable stress
and thus confirmed the safety of the design.
Various insulation materials were applied to the fuel tank to
calculate the amount of BOG generated. Consequently, the glass
bubble generated the smallest amount of BOG with 14.3 kg/day at
0.013 kPa and polyurethane foam generated the highest amount of
BOG with 64.4 kg/day. Similarly, from the BOR calculation results, it
was observed that polyurethane foam showed the highest value of 0.42
%/day, whereas perlite powder and aerosol insulation showed a similar
amount of generated BOG.
The use of high-performance insulation minimizes the amount of
BOG generated, which eliminates the need for BOG treatment
equipment and increases the safety of the fuel tank. However, from an
economic point of view, the initial investment cost of the fuel tank can
be increased. Therefore, research on the optimum insulation material
and insulation condition is necessary.
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ABSTRACT: An extreme value analysis of metocean data which include wave, wind, and current data is a prerequisite for the operation and survival
of offshore structures. The purpose of this study was to provide information about the return wave, wind, and current values for the Barents Sea
using extreme value analysis. Hindcast datasets of the Global Reanalysis of Ocean Waves 2012 (GROW2012) for a waves, winds and currents were
obtained from the Oceanweather Inc. The Gumbel distribution, 2 and 3 parameters Weibull distributions and log-normal distribution were used for
the extreme value analysis. The least square method was used to estimate the parameters for the extreme value distribution. The return values, including
the significant wave height, spectral peak wave period, wind speed and current speed at surface, were calculated and it will be utilized to design
offshore structures to be operated in the Barents Sea.

1. Introduction

measurement data of actual sea areas that use buoys or ships, hindcast
data that estimate the desired data of the past through numerical

According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), the Earth’s average temperature is increasing annually as
global warming continues, and the temperature of the Arctic region is

methods based on past metocean data, and satellite data that use
satellites. According to DNVGL (2015), for the design of offshore
structures, the significant wave height (Hs) and spectral peak wave

increasing twice as fast as those of other regions (NOAA, 2018). With
Arctic glaciers melting owing to global warming, the importance of
developing marine resources buried in the Arctic is emerging.

period (Tp) of 100-year return values should be used for waves,
whereas the 100-year return value of the one-hour average wind speed
at 10 m above the mean sea level (MSL) should be used for wind

According to the United States Geological Survey, undiscovered
recoverable resources in the Arctic region include approximately 90
billion barrels (Bbbl) of oil, 1,669 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of gas, and

speed. For ocean currents, the 10-year return value of the current
speed should be reflected in the design.
To derive return values through statistical methods, methods for

44 Bbbl of natural gas liquid (Bird et al., 2008). It is estimated that
13% of the world’s undiscovered oil volume and 30% of the world’s
undiscovered gas volume are buried in the Arctic region. In general,

selecting the collected data must be determined. Such methods can be
primarily categorized into global and event models. Global models
include the initial distribution and total sample methods that use the

marine resources in the deep sea are developed by offshore structures,
and it is important to collect and analyze the metocean data of sea
areas where marine resources are buried for the operation and survival

entire data statistically, and the event models include the peak over
threshold method, which uses data above a certain threshold, and the
annual maxim method, which uses only the annual maximum values

of offshore structures. Metocean data include wave, wind, current,
water depth, tide, and soil conditions. To reflect metocean data in the
design of offshore structures, extreme value analysis should be

(DNV, 2014).
Extreme value distributions (EVDs) used for extreme value
analyses include the Gumbel, Frechet, Weibull, and log-normal

conducted (API, 2005). Metocean data can be collected from

distributions. Methods for estimating the parameters of EVDs include
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the method of moment, maximum likelihood estimation, and
least-squares method (DNV, 2014). Jeong et al. (2004) conducted
extreme value analyses using Weibull, Gumbel, Log-Pearson type-III,

Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans and Climate Forecast System
Reanalysis were used to estimate the data for waves, wind, current, and
ice floe (Oceanweather Inc.).

and log-normal distributions using the Hs data of approximately 20
years obtained from 67 ocean stations in South Korea. They provided
design wave height information in the deep-sea for the return period of

To conduct the extreme value analysis, the consistency, period, and
validity of the collected data must be examined first (Van Os et al.,
2011). Compared with the measurement data, the hindcast data have

50 years and suggested that Gumbel distribution was the most suitable
method. In addition, they provided the extreme highest tide level
information for each return period by conducting an extreme value

no possibility of missing data and generating outliers owing to
typhoons or defects in the measuring equipment and can secure a data
period irrespective of the installation time of the measuring equipment.

analysis through generalized extreme value, Gumbel, and Weibull
distributions using the extreme highest tide level data of 23 tide
stations on the coast of South Korea, and they suggested that Gumbel

The wave and wind data were recorded at one hour intervals for a
decade from January 2007 to December 2016, and the current data
were recorded in the water depth direction at one day intervals for two

distribution was the most suitable method (Jeong et al., 2008). Ko et
al. (2014) developed a numerical wind speed model that numerically
implemented typhoons for four locations on the west coast of the

decades from January 1993 to December 2012. The ice floe thickness
data during the same period as that of the current data were provided,
but it was discovered that no ice existed in the project site.

Korean Peninsula (Gunsan, Mokpo, Jeju, and Haemosu No. 1) and
presented extreme wind speeds for the four locations by applying the
Gumbel distribution and estimating parameters through the
probability weighted moment method.
EVDs were applied to various metocean data. In the case of wave
data, however, Hs and Tp were important design elements for the
design of offshore structures. DNVGL (2017) and BV (2015)
recommended the use of the inversed first order reliability method
(I-FORM), which used the joint distribution of EVDs, to obtain the
return values for Hs and Tp.
In this study, the metocean data (wave, wind, and current) of the
Barents Sea in the Arctic region were collected. In addition, for the
extreme value analysis of the wave data, return values were calculated
using I-FORM, which used the joint distribution of the marginal
probability distribution for Hs (Gumbel distribution and two- and
three-parameter Weibull distributions) and the conditional probability
distribution of Tp for the given Hs (log-normal distribution) (DNVGL,
2017; BV, 2015; Choi, 2016). For the wind and current speeds, which

Fig. 1 Project site in Barents Sea (Wikipedia, 2019)

are single variables, extreme value analysis was conducted through the
Gumbel distribution and two- and three-parameter Weibull
distributions. The least-squares method was used for parameter
estimation, and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test was applied as the
goodness-of-fit test. Through these processes, the return values for Hs,
Tp, wind speed, and current speed required for the design of offshore
structures to be operated in the Barents Sea were derived.

2. Metocean Data Collection and Analysis
The project site (Fig. 1) is the Barents Sea of water depth 258 m
(latitude: 73N and longitude: 44E), where gas fields were distributed
around the site (Fig. 2). For the wave (Hs, Tp, and wave direction),
wind (wind speed and wind direction), current (current speed and
current direction), and an ice floe thickness data, the hindcast datasets
of Global Reanalysis of Ocean Waves 2012 (GROW2012) from
Oceanweather Inc. were purchased. In the hindcast datasets of
GROW2012, wave and wind models provided by the General

Fig. 2 Oil and gas filed in Barents Sea (WorldMap, n.d.)
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Fig. 3 Wave scatter diagram with Hs and Tp

Fig. 4 Wave rose and wind rose

Fig. 5 Current profile and current rose at surface

The wave data showed the wave scatter diagram (WSD) for Hs and
Tp; the wave rose for the wave direction and Tp, and the wind data
showed that the wind rose for the wind direction and wind speed (Ws)

project site were 1-2 m for Hs and 6-7 s for Tp. The wave, wind, and
current directions could be confirmed through the rose diagrams, and

(Figs. 3 and 4). The current data represented the current increase for
the current direction and current speed (Cs) at the surface and the
current profile in the water depth direction (Fig. 5).
The WSD showed frequencies at 1 m intervals for Hs and at 1s
intervals for Tp, and the total number of data was approximately
87,600. The wave conditions with the highest frequencies in the

the directions were categorized into east (90°), south (180°), and west
(270°) in the clockwise direction from the north direction (0°). In the
case of the hindcast data purchased from Oceanweather Inc., the wave
and current directions were defined as the directions to which the
wave and current were moving, while the wind direction was defined
as the direction from which the wind was coming. The wave and wind
directions with the highest frequencies were East and North-

Extreme Value Analysis of Metocean Data for Barents Sea

Northwest (Fig. 4). Fig. 5 shows the current speed profile and
direction in the water depth direction (z). The current speed profile
was nondimensionalized with the water depth of the project site (d).
The average and maximum current speeds were the fastest at the
surface, and the dominant current direction at the surface was from the
West to the East.

3. Extreme Value Analysis
For the extreme value analysis of metocean data, data collection,
data selection, EVD selection, parameter estimation method selection,
goodness-of-fit test, and return value derivation are required
(Mathiesen et al., 1994). In this study, a global model that utilizes all
of the collected metocean data was selected. In addition, the Gumbel
distribution, two- and three-parameter Weibull distributions, and
log-normal distribution were used as EVDs. The least-squares method
was used to estimate the parameters of the EVDs. As the goodnessof-fit test, the K-S test that uses the maximum distance as a test
statistic by comparing the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
metocean data with that of each EVD was used (Jeong et al., 2004;
Jeong et al., 2008).
Eqs. (1)-(4) show the CDF of each EVD (Coles, 2001; Goda, 2000).
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To estimate the parameters and coefficients (  ,  ,  ,  ,  and  )
using the least-squares method, taking the log of both sides of each
EVD, the log-normal distribution average equation, and the standard
deviation equation followed by summarizing them into linear
equations result in Eqs. (8)-(12).
Gumbel distribution:
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2-parameter Weibull distribution:
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3-parameter Weibull distribution:
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Log-normal distribution (mean):
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Gumbel distribution CDF:
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3-parameter Weibull distribution CDF:
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 is the significant wave height; ,  , and  are the scale parameter,

shape parameter, and location parameter, respectively.
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 is the spectral peak wave period, and  is the CDF of the standard





For Eqs. (8) and (9), the least-squares method can be used directly.
For Eq. (10), however, the parameters for which the R2 value was
closest to 1 were estimated, while the value of  was changed
approximately 1,000 times within the range in which the value in the
log was not negative. The R2 value is the coefficient of determination
that indicates the goodness-of-fit corresponding to the regression line.
It approaches 1 as the samples used in statistical analysis exhibits
smaller errors with the regression line.
Once the parameters are obtained through the least-squares method,
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2-parameter Weibull distribution:



normal distribution (eq. (5)).
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the return values can be obtained using Eqs. (13)-(16).

Log-normal distribution CDF:



Log-normal distribution(standard deviation):

(14)

3-parameter Weibull distribution:



     ln       
 of the log-normal distribution can be expressed with the average
value of ln , as shown in Eq. (6);  can be expressed with the

Log-normal distribution CDF:

standard deviation of ln , as shown in Eq. (7) (DNV, 2014).

  exp           

(15)

(16)
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After changing the variable from Hs to wind speed and current
speed, their return values were derived using the same method as
presented above.
3.1 Extreme value analysis on wave and results
Hs and Tp, which are wave data, can be expressed by the
conditional modeling approach, and the joint probability distribution
of the two variables can be expressed as the product of the marginal
probability distribution of Hs and the conditional probability
distribution of Tp for a given Hs (Orimolade et al., 2016; DNVGL,
2017).
In this study, the marginal probability distribution of Hs was
assumed to be a Gumbel distribution and two- and three-parameter
Weibull distributions using the WSD and the conditional probability
distribution of Tp, as the given Hs was assumed to be a log-normal
distribution to calculate return values using the I-FORM method.
Extreme value analysis was conducted after transforming the EVDs
from the probability distribution function form to the CDF form for

(19)

             

A circle equation with a radius of  was introduced and represented
by the relationship between the short-term period (  ) an return
period (  ).




          

 × × 

     


(20)

where  is the reliability index. One hour was used for  ,  is the
return period; 1, 10, and 100 years were used.
      ± 
   

(21)

 in Eq. (21) is a dummy index, i.e., a number in the section between
 1.0 and 1.0. Once B is determined Hs and Tp can be obtained using

the inverse function of each EVD (Eqs. (22)-(24)).

the convenience of calculation. The I-FORM method was proposed by
Winterstein et al. (1993), and the data of Haver and Nyhus (1986)

    

(22)

were used for the parameter estimation equations of the EVDs used. In
other words, the I-FORM method calculates the exceedance



 

              

(23)


±
      ± 

(24)

probability in advance and obtains the corresponding response rapidly.
The procedure of the I-FORM method is expressed in Eqs. (17)-(24)
(Haver and Winterstein, 2009).
(17)

The parameters of each EVD were estimated using the least- squares
method, and the goodness-of-fit was tested using the K-S test. The

 is the exceedance probability. It is the reciprocal number of  ,
which is the total number of data.

parameters for which the R2 value was the highest were extracted using
MATLAB software (Figs. 6-7). The R2 value was 0.99, indicating that
the numerical values agreed well with the actual values. The

      

parameters were obtained using the slopes and y-intercept values
(Tables 1-2).
To test the estimated parameters, the maximum distance difference

        

   

(18)

where   is the CDF of the marginal probability distribution, and
  is the CDF of the conditional probability distribution
EVDs are moved to the space of the standard normal distributions of
 and  .

between the CDF of the wave data and the CDF that included the
parameters obtained by the least-squares method is shown in Fig. 8.
Based on the result of the K-S test, a test statistic (D) value is
presented. If this value is smaller than the threshold (Dcri) of 0.118 by
the number of wave data at the significance level of 5%, then the null

Fig. 6 Parameter estimation of extreme value distributions using least-squares method for significant wave height
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D = 0.038 < 0.118

D = 0.01 < 0.118

Fig. 7 Parameter estimation of log-normal distribution using
least-squares method for spectral peak wave period
Table 1 Parameters of extreme value distributions for significant
wave height
Parameter

Gumbel
distribution

2-parameter
Weibull
distribution

3-parameter
Weibull
distribution

 (Scale)

1.009

2.014

1.616

 (Shape)

-

1.437

1.214

 (Location)

1.198

0

0.235

0.996

0.994

0.999





Table 2 Parameters of log-normal distribution
Parameter
( )

Log-normal
distribution

Parameter
( )

Log-normal
distribution



1.533



0



0.415



0.380



0.412



-0.169



0.995







0.923

hypothesis that no difference exists between the two CDFs mentioned
above can not be rejected (Kanji, 2006). In other words, it was
discovered that the graphs of CDFs, including the parameters, agreed
well with the actual data.
The contours for Hs and Tp were expressed using the I-FORM

D = 0.045 < 0.118

Fig. 8 Comparison between CDF of wave data and CDF of
extreme value distribution
method of Eqs. (17)-(24), as shown in Fig. 9. The contours are shown
for each return period (RP), and the return values corresponding to
each return period are shown in Table 3.
When the 10-year hindcast data were compared with the 10-year
return values, the highest prediction values could be obtained when the
Gumbel distribution was assumed as the marginal probability
distribution. The next highest values were derived by the threeparameter Weibull distribution, and two-parameter Weibull
distribution exhibited the most similar results to those of the collected
data. This was because the Gumbel distribution had a higher degree of
scatter than the Weibull distribution. In addition, when the equations
for obtaining the return values of the two- and three-parameter Weibull
distributions were compared, it was discovered that different results
were obtained depending on the value of the location parameter.
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Fig. 9 Environmental contour for significant wave height and
spectral peak wave period

Fig. 10 Parameter estimation of extreme value distributions using

Table 3 Return value for wave (Hs, Tp)

Table 4 Parameters of extreme value distribution for wind speed

Gumbel
distribution

2-parameter
Weibull
distribution

3-parameter
Weibull
distribution

Hs
(m)

Tp
(s)

Hs
(m)

Tp
(s)

Hs
(m)

Tp
(s)

1

10.36

13.75

9.48

13.22

10.17

13.64

10

12.68

15.11

11.09

14.18

12.21

14.83

20

13.38

15.52

11.56

14.45

12.80

15.18

50

14.31

16.05

12.16

14.81

13.59

15.63

100

15.01

16.45

12.61

15.07

14.17

15.97

Return
period
(yr, yrs)

least square method for wind speed

2-parameter
Weibull
distribution

3-parameter
Weibull
distribution

Parameter

Gumbel
distribution



2.392

8.790

8.763



-

2.033

2.028



6.543

0

0.022

0.987

0.999

0.999





0 to 70 cm/s and the total number of data was 7,200. The CDF was

3.2 Extreme value analysis on wind and current and results

obtained at 5 cm/s intervals. To derive the return values for the Ws and
Cs, which were single variables, the Gumbel distribution and two- and
three-parameter Weibull distributions were used as EVDs, and the

The wind speed (Ws) was distributed within the 0-27 m/s range and
the total number of data was approximately 87,600. The CDF was
obtained at 2 m/s intervals. The current speed (Cs) ranged from

least-squares method was used for parameter estimation (Figs. 10 and
12). The parameters were obtained using the slopes and y-intercept
values when the R2 value was the highest (Tables 4 and 6). The K-S
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D = 0.013 < 0.09

D = 0.013 < 0.09

D = 0.113 > 0.09

Fig. 11 Comparison between CDF of wind data and CDF of
extreme value distributions
Table 5 Return value for wind speed

Return period
(yr, yrs)

Gumbel
distribution

2-parameter
Weibull
distribution

3-parameter
Weibull
distribution

Fig. 12 Parameter estimation of extreme value distributions using
least square method for current speed at surface
Table 6 Parameters of extreme value distribution for current speed
at surface
Parameter

Gumbel
distribution

2-parameter
Weibull
distribution

3-parameter
Weibull
distribution



9.010

12.986

12.235



-

1.224

1.173



4.800

0

0.414

0.963

0.992

0.992

Wind speed (Ws) (m/s)
1

28.26

26.01

26.03

10

33.77

29.07

29.10

20

35.43

29.93

29.96

50

37.62

31.03

31.06

100

39.28

31.83

31.86





test was used to test the parameters, and test statistic (D) values are

the significance level of 5%, then the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected. In other words, it was discovered that the graphs of the CDFs,
including the parameters, agreed well with the actual data. The return

presented as results (Figs. 11 and 13). If these values are smaller than
the threshold (Dcri) of 0.09 by the number of wind and current data at

values for the Ws and Cs were calculated using a method similar to the
analysis of the wave data (Tables 5 and 7).
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two-parameter Weibull distributions. When the maximum Ws and Cs
of the 10-year hindcast data (27 m/s and 70 cm/s, respectively) were
compared with the 10-year return values of the two-parameter Weibull
distribution (29.07 m/s and 72.49 cm/s, respectively) large differences
of 7.6% and 3.5% were discovered, respectively.
The prediction values of the Gumbel distribution were the highest
because the null hypothesis was rejected as the test statistic was higher
than the threshold in the K-S test results; hence, overestimated results
were obtained. This was because the intervals determined to calculate

D = 0.15 > 0.09

the ranges and frequencies of the Ws and Cs were larger compared to
the wave data; hence, errors were accumulated when the parameters
were calculated using the least-squares method. The reclassification of
data through the independent and identically distributed (IID)
verification of changes in the intervals for extracting the frequencies of
the Ws and Cs is expected to further improve the accuracy (Choi et al.,
2019).

4. Conclusion

D = 0.03 < 0.09

In this study, an extreme value analysis for the Hs, Tp, wind speed,
and current speed was conducted using the hindcast metocean data of
the Barents Sea in the Arctic region to derive return values required for
the design of offshore structures. In the extreme value analysis for the
Hs and Tp, the marginal probability distribution of the Hs was
assumed to be a Gumbel distribution and two- and three-parameter
Weibull distributions, and the conditional probability distribution of
the Tp for the given Hs was assumed to be a log-normal distribution to
calculate return values using the I-FORM method. For the Ws and Cs,
which were single variables, return values were calculated through the
Gumbel distribution and two- and three-parameter Weibull

D = 0.04 < 0.09

Fig. 13 Comparison between CDF of current data at surface and
CDF of extreme value distributions
Table 7 Return value for current speed at surface

Return period
(yr, yrs)

Gumbel
distribution

2-parameter
Weibull
distribution

3-parameter
Weibull
distribution

Current speed (Cs) (cm/s)
1

57.95

55.38

56.01

10

78.70

72.49

74.05

20

84.95

77.46

79.32

50

93.20

83.92

86.20

100

99.45

88.73

91.35

As for the overall tendency of the return values for the Ws and Cs,
the Gumbel distribution exhibited the highest prediction values,
similarly to the results of the wave data, followed by the three- and

distributions. The parameters were estimated using the least-squares
method and tested through the K-S test.
The return values for the Hs, Tp, and wind speed for the 100-year
return period and those for current speed for the 10-year return period,
which are required for the design of general offshore structures were
summarized (as shown in Table 8). As the degree of scatter of
metocean data increased, the differences in return values between the
Gumbel and Weibull distributions increased. The Weibull distribution
should be used for widely distributed metocean data, such as wind
speed and current speed data.
The results of this study can be used as the metocean data design
values of offshore structures to be installed in the Barents Sea;
Table 8 Extreme value for metocean data with
Metocean data
Wave

Hs (m)
Tp (s)

Return period
100 (yrs)

Return value
12.61 ~ 15.01
15.07 ~ 16.45

Wind speed (m/s)

100 (yrs)

31.83 ~ 39.28

Current speed at surface (cm/s)

10 (yrs)

72.49 ~ 78.70

Extreme Value Analysis of Metocean Data for Barents Sea
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furthermore, they can be utilized as basic data for offshore structure
motion and mooring analyses, structural analyses, and air gap
calculations. In the future, the method of estimating parameters will

DNV (Det Norske Veritas). (2014). Environmental Conditions and
Environmental Loads. DNV-RP-C205.
Goda, Y. (2000). Random Seas and Design of Maritime Structures

be extended from the least-squares method to the moment area and
maximum likelihood methods. In addition, in the case of widely
distributed metocean data, such as Ws and Cs data, they will be

(2nd ed.). Singapore: World Scientific Publishing Company.
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reclassified through an IID verification to select appropriate
intervals.
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KEY WORDS: Stiffened curved plate, Buckling, Ultimate collapse mode, Compressive load, Curvature
ABSTRACT: Unstiffened and stiffened cylindrically curved plates are often used in ship structures. For example, they can be found on a deck with
a camber, a side shell at the fore and aft parts, and the circular bilge part of a ship structure. It is believed that such cylindrically curved plates
can be fundamentally modelled using a portion of a circular cylinder. From estimations using cylindrically curved plate models, it is known that
the curvature generally increases the buckling strength compared to a flat plate under axial compression. The existence of curvature is also expected
to increase both the ultimate and buckling strengths. In the present study, a series of finite element analyses were conducted on stiffened curved plates
with several varying parameters such as the curvature, panel slenderness ratio, and web height and type of stiffener applied. The results of numerical
calculations on stiffened and unstiffened curved plates were examined to clarify the influences of such parameters on the characteristics of their buckling/plastic
collapse behavior and strength under an axial compression.

1. Introduction

of the ship. In particular, it is essential to examine the ultimate

Cylindrically curved structural plates are widely used as element
members of various structural systems such as oil and gas storages for

compressive strength in terms of the safety of the hull girder structure.
The buckling and plasticity of a stiffened plate structure with an
increasing in-plane compressive load, along with a complex nonlinear

ships and offshore structures, cooling towers, and hull shell plating
structures. Ship structures typically have welded plates, and design
methods related to the use of flat plates as longitudinal and transverse

behavior occurring until the ultimate strength is reached, need to be
investigated. Previous studies related to this issue were reviewed for a
typical stiffened curved plate applied in a bilge structure.

strength members have been remarkably developed, many of which
have become well established (Paik, 2018). However, as compared
with a flat plate, as shown in Fig. 1, a curved plate has limited use as a
structural member in deck plating cambers, side shell plating, fore and
aft parts, and circular bilge parts, or for buckling strength evaluations,
and is designed by taking into account only the curvature effect for a
simple flat plate (Park and Seo, 2019).
Therefore, to apply a curved plate, a structural design reflecting the
lightweight and high-speed characteristics of a ship structure will require
a clear understanding of the precise non-linear material and geometric
structural behaviors under various load conditions. In terms of the
structural strength, a hull should maintain sufficient strength under
longitudinal bending moments caused by its self-loading, weight, and
external force distribution. In this case, the most important aspect is the
compressive strength of the stiffened plates on the deck and at the bottom

Fig. 1 Cylindrically local curved plate and stiffened curved
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A study on the buckling and plastic collapse using a nonlinear
numerical analysis of the development of an ultimate strength
prediction equation for unstiffened curved plates used in ships was
conducted, and the ultimate strength for the buckling mode and the
initial deflection effect through an eigenvalue analysis for a change in
curvature during elastic buckling under a compressive load was also
investigated (Park et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2014). In addition, empirical
equations on the aspect ratio and curvature effects have been proposed
for various combined loads such as transverse compressive, shear, and
longitudinal compressive loads (Kwen et al., 2004).
For stiffened curved plates, an analysis of the stiffener and curvature
effect of container ships using a commercial finite element analysis
(Oh et al., 2011), an empirical equation (Seo et al., 2016), an ultimate
strength behavior analysis for compressive and hydrostatic loads with
the initial deflection, and the residual stress based on a numerical
analysis was conducted (Park et al., 2005). Cho et al. (2007) analyzed
the curvature effect on the compressive load through an ultimate
strength test and a numerical analysis for six stiffened curved plates.
Most recently, the quantitative curvature factor based on the
curvature of stiffened curved plates was developed through an
extensive numerical analysis on the curvature, slenderness ratio,
aspect ratio, web height, and initial deflection effects of stiffeners for
stiffened curved plates used on container ships (Park and Seo, 2019).
Studies on the collapse behavior characteristics of curved plate

Fig. 2 Double span/double bay model of stiffened curved plate

members related to container ships on a large-scale have recently been
conducted.
However, previous studies on the quantification and analysis of

boundary condition for a numerical analysis is assumed to be simply
supported, and the boundary condition in which the loading edge and
the non-loading edge are kept straight in the in-plane direction while

collapse mode patterns of stiffened curved plates have been limited. In
the case of a flat stiffened plate structure, the characteristics of each of
the six collapse modes have been clearly distinguished both

the stiffened curved plate is buckled by a compressive load is applied.
In addition, for the large girder effect, a one-bay (1/2 + 1/2 bay) finite
element analysis model was selected by implementing symmetrical

theoretically and analytically, through which, the minimum value of
the collapse modes has been identified as the ultimate strength (Paik,
2018). By contrast, in the case of stiffened curved plates, previous

conditions at both ends.
Three shapes, as discussed above, were examined (Fig. 3). The
stiffener web height (hw) ranged from 50 to 400 mm, and the web (tw)

studies were mainly carried out through a numerical analysis of the
buckling and ultimate strength according to the curvature and stiffener.
Therefore, in this study, for a clear identification of the collapse

and flange (tf) thicknesses were fixed at 12 and 15 mm, respectively,
and the collapse characteristics for the web height of the stiffener were
examined. The plate thickness (tp) of the curved plate was determined

pattern of the stiffened curved plates, buckling and elasto-plastic
collapse behaviors according to the change in the type of stiffener (flat
bar, angle bar, tee bar), curvature (flank angle, θ), and panel

as a variable of between 12 to 26 mm, and the collapse characteristics

(stiffeners, large girder) around the stiffened curved plate. The

slenderness ratio (slenderness ratio, β) used in a ship were analyzed
in detail to quantitatively analyze the collapse mode.

2. Numerical Analysis of Stiffened Curved Plate

(a) Flat bar

2.1 Analysis Model Selection
To characterize the collapse mode of the curved plate for the curved
plates used in a ship bilge and for various ship types, in this study, a
container ship designed with the largest bilge curvature was selected
and the analysis model shown in Fig. 2 was applied.
The selected stiffened curved plate has a continuous stiffened plate
structure and consists of various types of surrounding members

(b) Angle bar

(c) Tee-bar

Fig. 3 Typical shapes of curved plate and stiffener

Estimation of Buckling and Ultimate Collapse Behaviour of Stiffened Curved Plates under Compressive Load

Table 1 Number of elements in circumferential/radial direction
Part

Number of elements

Plate

10

Stiffener web

6

Stiffener flange

4

in Eqs. (3) and (4), using the size of the initial deflection proposed by
Smith (1988), when applying a flat stiffened plate and stiffener in the
structure.
0.025 2 for slight level 


Plate :
 0.1 2 for average level 
t
0.3 2 for severe level 


wopl

Table 2 Material properties for stiffened curved plate
Material

High tensile steel

Elastic modulus (  )

205.8 GPa

Poisson ratio (  )

0.3

Yield stress (  )

352.8 MPa
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Stiffener :

of the slenderness ratio of the plate were examined. The width (b) and
length (a) of the curved plate were fixed at 1,000 and 3,000 mm,
respectively, and the flank angle corresponding to the curvature was
varied from 5° to 45°.
The finite element model of the plate consists of ten elements with a
finite element longitudinal aspect ratio of 1.0 (a/b) in the
circumferential direction. The web height and flange width of the
stiffener used to describe the local buckling phenomenon are 6 and 4,
respectively (Table 1).
A nonlinear analysis was conducted by considering the material and
geometric nonlinearities. In an analysis of a large deflection, which is a
geometric nonlinearity, the arc-length method for describing the
secondary buckling phenomena is used. For the nonlinearity of the
material, a perfect plastic model was assumed, and a bilinear isotropic
hardening model was considered. The material properties are as shown
in Table 2.
2.2 Initial imperfection
A fillet welding is commonly used to fabricate stiffened curved
plates used in ship and offshore structures. Consequently, a residual
stress and an initial deflection are inevitably generated from the
welding. In particular, an initial deflection is known to be a major
cause of a geometrically nonlinear behavior.

0.00025 for slight level 
wosx 

 0.0015 for average level 
a
0.0046 for severe level 



(3)

(4)

Here, wopl represents the initial deflection of the plate, woc is the
deflection of a column-type stiffener, wos is the deflection of a
sideways-type stiffener, and m and n represent the buckling half wave
number in the x-(length) and y-directions (width). The initial
deflection size was applied using the mean value of the stiffened
curved plates as a function of the plate slenderness ratio and thickness
(ISO, 2007). In this study, the welding residual stress arising from the
welding was not considered.
2.3 Eigenvalue Mode
To analyze the buckling mode, an eigenvalue analysis was
conducted using the general-purpose finite element analysis program
(ANSYS, 2015). The eigenvalue mode can predict the collapse mode
through the geometric characteristics and can be used as a numerical
deflection equation or analysis of the initial deflection shape according
to the geometric characteristics of the stiffened curved plate, as
described above.
In the stiffened curved plate model included in most basic flat-bar
stiffeners used in ship structures, the elastic buckling strength
characteristics according to the curvature are compared, as shown in
Fig. 4, based on the change in the web height of the stiffener. As the
curvature (flank angle) increases, the buckling strength tends to

In an existing flat stiffened plate, Eq. (1), which is a deflection
equation of a plate, and Eq. (2) applied for a stiffener, are assumed for
application to a buckling mode shape.
However, the deflection equation for the curvature of a curved plate
differs from that of a flat plate. Therefore, the eigenvalue
characteristics need to be examined, and in this regard, the initial
deflection shape is applied through a mode analysis using an
eigenvalue analysis.
wopl   Aomn sin
m

n

wos  0.00025a sin

m x
n y
sin
a
b

(1)

x
a

(2)
Fig. 4 Elastic buckling strength of stiffened curved plates subjected

The size of the initial deflection comes from the welding, as shown

to axial compression (flat-bar stiffener)
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in a curved plate and stiffener was observed when the web height and
torsional rigidity were both high.
The existing flat stiffened plate demonstrated six collapse modes
(Paik, 2018). Mode I shows the collapse of a stiffener and panel with a
small stiffener size, whereas mode II shows a collapse by a plate, and
(a) Overall stiffener buckling

(b) Local panel buckling-1

only the panel collapses when a biaxial pressure is applied. Modes III–
V indicate a collapse by the stiffener; mode III shows a stiffened plate
collapsing in a beam-column shape, mode IV shows a collapse with a
buckling in the web of the stiffener, and mode V shows a tripping
phenomenon in which the stiffener lies sideways. Finally, mode VI
indicates a collapse occurring from the plasticity of the shear surface.
Theoretical and numerical solutions for each collapse mode were
derived, and the minimum value is defined as the ultimate strength of

(c) Overall panel buckling

(d) Local panel buckling-2

Fig. 5 Typical buckling modes of stiffened curved plates

the flat stiffened plate.
Therefore, the collapse mode of a stiffened curved plate, which is
similar to the collapse mode of a conventional flat stiffened plate, can

increase, and when the curvature is lower than 10° at the same elastic
buckling strength, it can be seen that the increase in buckling strength
with a change in the stiffener height is not large. However, according

be identified in the eigenvalue analysis. As a follow-up, investigations

to the shape characteristics of a flat-bar stiffener, owing to the weak
torsional rigidity against a compressive load, the elastic buckling
strength is estimated to be lower as the web height of the stiffener is

when considering the material and geometrical nonlinearities.

increased. The main reason for this can be explained by the tripping
collapse phenomenon in which buckling occurs in the web as the web
height increases.

into the elastic buckling and elasto-plastic buckling behavior are
required to identify the ultimate strength collapse mode characteristics

2.4 Elastic Buckling Behaviour
Through an investigation into the elastic buckling behavior under
the assumption of a stiffened curved plate as an elastic body and
considering the geometric nonlinearity, various geometric collapse

The buckling mode determined through an eigenvalue analysis can

characteristics can be analyzed according to the curvature effect of the

be classified into four characteristics, as shown in Fig. 5. (1) As

curved plate. Therefore, the buckling behavior of the stiffened curved

indicated in Fig. 5 (a), an overall stiffener buckling is observed in the

plate was analyzed through a large deflection analysis for a geometric

longitudinal direction, and this lateral buckling mode occurs when the

nonlinearity and under the assumption of an elastic material.

web height is large. (2) Fig. 5 (b) shows that the typical curved plate

For three types of stiffener, the web height (hw = 400 mm) was fixed

and stiffener are in local buckling mode, as in the case of a flat

to show the dimensionless elastic buckling strength and strain

stiffened plate, when subjected to axial compression. (3) When the

according to the curvature change, as summarized in Fig. 6.

stiffener is relatively weak compared to the plate, the plate shows the

In general, as the curvature increases, the elastic buckling strength

overall column type buckling mode, as indicated in Fig. 5 (c). (4)

increases regardless of the stiffener shape. As shown in Fig. 6 (b),

Finally, as shown in Fig. 5 (d), a local buckling phenomenon occurring

when the flange angle of the angle-bar stiffener is 20°, the elastic

(a) Flat-bar stiffener

(b) Angle-bar stiffener

(c) Tee-bar stiffener

Fig. 6 Average stress-average strain relationships for stiffened curved plates under axial compression (hw = 400 mm)

Estimation of Buckling and Ultimate Collapse Behaviour of Stiffened Curved Plates under Compressive Load

(a) Flat-bar stiffener

(b) Angle-bar stiffener
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(c) Tee-bar stiffener

Fig. 7 Buckling/plastic collapse behaviour of curved stiffened plates subjected to axial compression
buckling behavior changes rapidly. This is a secondary buckling
phenomenon, which can be explained by the sharp change in
deflection mode with an increase in load.

four characteristics derived through an eigenvalue analysis and can be
classified as follows.
(A-mode) overall collapse mode: In this mode, a stiffened curved

It can be stated that the geometric instability caused by the

plate with a flat-bar stiffener shows a stiffener collapsing into a

relationship between the shape of the stiffener and the curvature differs
from that of an existing flat plate. The flat- and angle-bar stiffeners did

column type buckling shape before the local buckling of the curved
plate occurs when the stiffener height is low or the flank angle is large.

not show a secondary buckling phenomenon within the applicable

This mode is shown in Fig. 8 (a).

strain range when the curvature was 45°. This is because a curvature of
more than 45° indicates a cylindrical curved shape, and the
geometrical characteristics of a cylindrical curved plate dominate over
the stiffener characteristics. In addition, in the case of flat stiffened
plates, a secondary buckling phenomenon generally occurs when the
slenderness ratio is large at a specific aspect ratio, whereas in the case
of a curved plate, it is highly likely that such a curvature effect will
bring about a secondary buckling phenomenon according to the
change in the geometric buckling mode.

(a) Overall collapse (hw = 150 mm; β= 1.59; θ= 5 d)

2.5 Elastic / plastic Buckling Behaviour
The collapse mode characteristics of a curved stiffened plate were
examined through a large elasto-plastic deflection analysis when
considering a material nonlinearity. In the same way as in an elastic
buckling behavior analysis, the buckling strength and collapse
behavior characteristics were investigated based on the slenderness
ratio of the plate, curvature, and web height of the stiffener.
Fig. 7 shows the results of the elasto-plastic buckling strength

(b) Local collapse-plate induced (hw = 50 mm; β = 1.59; θ = 10 d)

behavior for three different stiffeners. With the use of a perfect
elasto-plastic model, which is a bilinear isotropic hardening material
model, similar characteristics as in the elastic buckling strength are
shown. However, owing to the material plastic effect, a secondary
buckling phenomenon did not occur, unlike with the elastic buckling
behavior. This can be explained as a yield occurring before a secondary
buckling occurs, and the material yield region spreading to
surrounding members such that the initial eigenvalue mode is
maintained without changing the buckling mode.
In addition, as shown in Table 3, five types of collapse modes were
identified through a total of 75 series analyses. This is similar to the

(c) Overall stiffener collapse- stiffener induced
(hw = 400 mm; β = 3.45; θ = 20 d)
Fig. 8 Typical collapse modes of stiffened curved plates (Continued)
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(B-mode) local collapse-plate induced mode: This is a mode in
which a curved plate first collapses locally, and the stiffener then
collapses according to the curved plate shape; this collapse mode is
dominated by plates, as shown in Fig. 8 (b).
(C-mode) overall stiffener collapse-stiffener induced mode: In this
mode, a stiffener has a higher rigidity than the plate, and the stiffener is
dominant and collapses sideways in a column type collapse shape, as
shown in Fig. 8 (c).
(D-mode) stiffener-induced collapse by tripping mode: This is a

(d) Stiffener induced collapse by tripping
(hw = 400 mm; β = 2.30; θ = 20 d)

collapse mode that occurs when there is no flange in the stiffener or
when the web height is high, and shows a tripping phenomenon in
which the stiffener lies sideways, as shown in Fig. 8 (d).
(T-mode) stiffener induced collapse by web buckling: In this mode,
the stiffener has a high web height, the flange has a high rigidity, and
the web collapses locally in the form of a plate, as shown in Fig. 8 (e).
For each collapse mode defined, all series analysis results according
to the stiffener type and slenderness ratio of the plate are as
summarized in Table 3.

3. Ultimate strength collapse mode
(e) Local stiffener collapse-Stiffener induced
(hw = 400 mm; β= 2.76; θ = 45 d)

The main collapse modes obtained through a finite element series

Fig. 8 Typical collapse modes of stiffened curved plates

analysis need to be analyzed to determine the ultimate strength

Table 3 Collapse modes of stiffened curved plates
Flat-bar
hw
(mm)
5 d 10 d 20 d 30 d
150
D
D
D
D
200
D
D
C
C
1.59
250
D
C
C
C
300
C
C
C
C
400
C
C
C
C
150
D
D
D
D
200
A
A
C
C
1.97
250
A
A
C
C
300
A
C
C
C
400
C
C
C
C
150
D
D
D
D
200
A
T
A
C
2.30
250
A
A
C
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Fig. 9 Ultimate compressive strength of stiffened curved plate
with flat-bar stiffener under axial compression
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Fig. 11 Ultimate compressive strength of stiffened curved plate
with tee-bar stiffener under axial compression
As in the case of the plate shown In Fig. 9, when the slenderness ratio
is low and the curvature is similar to that of a flat plate (less than 10°
flank angle), it was found that the ultimate strength of a stiffened curved
plate is estimated to be smaller than that of an unstiffened curved plate.
This can be explained through the collapse mode (A: overall collapse
mode) of the overall buckling of the stiffened curved plate in a column
shape before the local buckling, as shown in Fig. 8(a).
In the case of a flat-bar stiffened curved plate, the highest ultimate
strength was shown in the stiffened curved plate with the same
slenderness ratio of the plate at the stiffener height (hw = 250 mm). This
suggests that the bending rigidity of stiffeners with a low web height is
low and that the stiffener with a high web height has a low torsional
rigidity, and thus for a stiffened curved plate under this condition, the
ultimate strength is estimated to be rather low even though the
effective longitudinal cross section area is large.
In the case of an angle-bar, the web is rotationally restrained owing

Fig. 10 Ultimate compressive strength of stiffened curved plate with
angle-bar stiffener under axial compression
characteristics. The ultimate strength for the in-plane compression of a
stiffened curved plate is shown in Figs. 9-11 based on the stiffener
type according to the curvature, stiffener height, and slenderness ratio
of the plate. In addition, to examine the ultimate strength
characteristics under the impact of a stiffener, the ultimate change in
strength was comparatively analyzed for a case with a stiffener and for
a case with an unstiffened curved plate, which considers a curve plate
only.

to the flange effect of the stiffener, as shown in Fig. 10. As a result, in
the case of the same curvature and slenderness ratio of the plate, the
ultimate strength of the stiffened curved plate increases with an
increase in the stiffener height. This can be regarded as the typical
difference from a flat-bar stiffener. However, the ultimate strength of a
flat-bar stiffened curved plate shows the reverse behavior. This can be
explained based on the collapse mode (C: overall stiffener collapsestiffener induced mode) characteristics in which the stiffener shows
columnar buckling before a local buckling of the plate occurs.
In Figs. 10 and 11, the ultimate strengths of the angle- and T-bar
stiffeners show similar strengths. However, under the same collapse
mode, the angle-bar stiffener shows a low ultimate strength. This
difference is caused by the rotationally restrained flange.
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4. Conclusion
In this study, the large elastic/plastic deflection behavior, ultimate
strength, and collapse characteristics were determined through a
precise nonlinear numerical analysis to identify the buckling and
collapse modes of stiffened curved plates. For a stiffened curved plate,
the following conclusions were drawn for three types of stiffeners
applied to a ship bilge according to the curvature, stiffener height, and
plate slenderness ratio.
(1) In general, the increases in the stiffener height and curvature
increase the elastic and elasto-plastic buckling strengths of the stiffened
curved plate, and in the case of elastic buckling, a complex secondary
buckling behavior occurs, whereas in the case of elasto-plastic buckling
when considering the material plastic effect, the secondary buckling
behavior does not occur. This indicates that, because a stiffened curved
plate has a geometrically unstable structure compared to a flat stiffened
plate, a design based on elasto-plastic buckling when considering the
material nonlinearity is required.
(2) A large series elasto-plastic deflection analysis was conducted to
derive the collapse mode characteristics. Based on the analysis results,
the collapse mode of the stiffened curved plate was categorized into five
modes similar to the collapse mode of a conventional flat stiffened plate:
the (A) overall collapse mode, (B) local collapse mode-curved plate
induced mode, (C) overall stiffener collapse mode-stiffener induced
mode, (D) stiffener collapse mode induced by tripping mode, and (T)
stiffener collapse mode induced by a stiffener web buckling. In addition,
the effects of the collapse characteristics on the ultimate strengths were
analyzed, and the characteristics of the stiffened curved plates derived
through this analysis were investigated
(3) The defined stiffened curved plate collapse mode will be used as
important information for the development of a theoretical analysis
method when considering the respective deflection characteristics of the
corresponding collapse characteristics. In the future, this mode can be
used as a deflection equation for applying theoretical analysis and
numerical methods to each collapse mode derived.
(4) Further study is needed to verify the collapse mode characteristics
based on the experimental methods, and a follow-up investigation is
needed to develop an equation for predicting the ultimate strength of the
stiffened curved plate for each verified collapse mode.
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ABSTRACT: Oil spill accidents at sea result in a wide range of damages, including the destruction of ocean environments and ecosystems, as well
as human illnesses by the generation of harmful gases caused by phase changes in crude oil. When an oil spill occurs, an immediate initial action
should be performed to minimize the potential damage. Existing studies have attempted to identify crude oil spillage by calculating the crude oil spill
range using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellite images. However, SAR cannot capture rapidly evolving events because of its low acquisition
frequency. Herein, an algorithm for estimating an oil spill area from an image obtained using a digital camera is proposed. Noise that may occur
in the image when it is captured is first eliminated by preprocessing, and then the image is analyzed. After analyzing the characteristics of the digital
image, a strategy to binarize an image using the color, saturation, or lightness contained in it is adopted. It is found that the oil spill area can be
readily estimated from a digital image, allowing for a faster analysis than any conventional method. The usefulness of the oil spill area measurement
was confirmed by applying the developed algorithm to various oil spill images.

1. Introduction

as a powerful tool for providing various types of information regarding

Ocean accidents typically result in environmental pollution. Among
the various causes of environmental pollution, such as ship wastewater

sea conditions. An example of an oil spill region shown in a SAR image
is depicted in Fig. 1 (Fiscella et al., 2000).
A study was performed to distinguish between pixels with and

or unauthorized oil discharge, oil spill accidents cause damage on the
largest scale. Because the oil begins to diffuse instantly when it is spill,
the contaminated area increases with time. Therefore, a quick response

without oil using the histogram shape of SAR images (Kim et al., 2013).
A special model, called the thresholding-guided stochastic fully
connected conditional random field model, was introduced to infer

is necessary.
Typically, when an incident is reported, aerial surveying is conducted
over the incident area to prepare an initial report. The oil spill area can

binary labels from SAR images (Xu et al., 2015). Machine learning
techniques have been applied to find oil spill areas. Topouzelis (2008)

be calculated using a global positioning system (GPS), side-looking
airborne radar, and infrared or ultraviolet scanners (IPIECA, 2016).
According to the International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation
(ITOPF), oil-contaminated areas are currently estimated using GPS
measurements.
The US national weather service uses satellites to not only estimate
the range of an oil spill, but also to predict its spread. It is known that
remote sensing technology can be used to collect information regarding
the wind, ocean currents and tides, sea level heights, and other
estimates, including the damage from oil spills (NOAA, 2016).
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) technology has been continuously used

Fig. 1 SAR image of oil spill area
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introduced a method for distinguishing oil films using the phenomenon
where an oil film appears to be darker than its surroundings by reducing
the backscatter of the sea level in SAR images. Subsequently, an
automatic detection algorithm using nonlinear spatial filters was
proposed. This algorithm scans the region that appears darker than its
surroundings (Schvartzman et al., 2016). Unlike previous studies that
approached SAR images visually, images were analyzed based on
various types of data in this study.
By analyzing SAR images, a relatively accurate oil spill area can be
estimated. However, to obtain SAR images at an accident location, a
satellite should be orbiting above the location, or SAR equipment
should be installed on an aircraft performing reconnaissance. Given that

Fig. 2 Various filtering effects: source, blur, Gaussian blur, and

an immediate action is essential to control oil spills at sea, an effective
method that does not require the abovementioned preconditions is
strongly recommended.

2.2. Filtering

Herein, to identify oil spill regions promptly, a method for estimating
an oil spill area from a digital image is proposed. Such digital images
are normally obtained from drones or an aircraft flying around the
accident area. Image processing is required to automatically digitize and
process information such as the size or direction of the contamination.
An algorithm that automatically calculates the oil spill area in the digital
domain was developed based on the assumption that the oil spill images
captured with a digital camera are similar to those confirmed visually.
The general image processing techniques needed for the algorithm are
explained, and the theory and practical application of filtering and
thresholding are discussed. This paper analyzes numerous oil spilled
images currently available and classifies them according to their

median (from left to right)

Image processing can yield improved results by appropriately
utilizing the relevant techniques involved. Among these, the role of a
filter is essential. Filtering removes noise in an image and extracts
visual features, thus enabling resampling functions such as image
scaling and pixel value conversion, among others.
Most digital images are accompanied by unwanted noise.
Photographs of the sea taken from an aircraft or other flying object are
no exception; in particular, noise such as that caused by reflected
ambient light is inevitable. An image typically includes other noise
components that can be removed or reduced using ultraviolet and
polarizing filters (ITOPF, 2014). Nevertheless, the noise caused by the
remaining light must be treated using other filters.

characteristics; subsequently, an appropriate analysis method is
proposed for each classification.

Filters are used according to their principles and characteristics
(Gonzalez and Woods, 2017). A linear filter typically represents an
entire image smoothly. A blur filter, as a representative linear filter,

2. Image Processing Preliminaries

blurs an image by replacing each pixel with an average pixel value
calculated over a rectangular neighborhood. Similar to the blur filter, a
Gaussian filter imposes the weights of neighboring pixels by applying

2.1 Digital Image
A digital image is generated by sampling and quantizing a portion of
light reflected by an object into a camera sensor. The process of converting
an analog value sensed by a sensor to a digital value is defined as sampling,
while quantization is the process of “integerizing” an infinite sequence of
sampled digital values. An image can be mathematically defined by a
two-dimensional function f(x, y), where x and y are the two-dimensional
coordinates of the image.
Image processing techniques are typically used to extract the desired
pieces of information from images (Petrou and Petrou, 2010). After an
image is represented digitally, an appropriate image processing
technique is used for each image analysis. Image processing refers to
comprehensive technology that uses a computer to process images and
acquire the desired results. Image processing includes both low-level
processing to reduce noise or improve contrast and high-level
processing to analyze and recognize images. An image may be
characterized by observing its changing period in the frequency domain
and detecting specific objects or textures in the image using the pixel
value distribution. These techniques were actively used in this study.

the Gaussian function. A median filter uses the median of a set
calculated by converting a pixel and its surrounding pixels into a set of
median values. The ripples appearing in images captured from the sea
produce noise by reflecting the sunlight. This noise is similar to the
salt-and-pepper noise that can be effectively removed or reduced by
applying a median filter. The median filter tends to outshine the original
colors, as shown in Fig. 2.
2.3. Binarization
Spilled oil diffuses over the sea surface over time. If the shape of the
diffused oil can be defined geometrically, it is possible to calculate its
area mathematically. Unfortunately, because the shape is typically
random and irregular, it is complex to define a mathematical
representation of the shape, which renders it difficult to calculate its
area analytically. Herein, a binarization technique is proposed that uses
the digital characteristics of an image to classify the area according to
the pixel information.
Binarization represents all of the pixel values as either black or white.
When the number of bits of one pixel representing the color is N, the
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color-expressed scenes in a digital format and were regarded as a
population of various oil patterns appearing at the accident site.
To obtain the desired characteristics from an image, it is necessary to
extract the distinct feature included in the image. It is clear that most
viewers can intuitively identify an oil spill from seawater using their
eyes. Because human intuition is influenced by the color difference
shown in the image, the first step is to select a method that distinguishes
the areas using this color difference.
A digital image is a medium that expresses an entire image as a
mathematical model, called a color model, by combining the specific
colors of each pixel of an image. The typical color models used in image
processing include red, green, blue (RGB); hue, saturation, value
Fig. 3 Comparison of binarized images from original image
(top-left): Otsu algorithm (top-right), adaptive binarization
(bottom-left), and our algorithm (bottom-right)
range of the color representation becomes [0, 2N-1]. For example, the
color range of an 8-bit image primarily used in image processing is [0,
255]. Because binarization uses only two extreme values in this color
range, it can theoretically split two other objects in the image, such as
water and oil.
To binarize an image, the threshold must be calculated in advance.
Representative methods for calculating the threshold value include
global fixed binarization using the brightness values of the entire image
and local variable binarization using the neighboring pixel values of
each pixel.
Among the global fixed binarization methods, the Otsu (1979)
algorithm has been widely used. It calculates the threshold value using
the brightness distribution of an entire image. However, when
determining the threshold value for a wide range of color information,
all of the areas are not readily distinguished by the Otsu method because
it only uses a single threshold value. The adaptive thresholding method,
which is categorized as a local variable binarization method, uses a
weighted average calculated by setting the size of a block to determine
neighboring pixels at a selected pixel position (Bradley and Roth, 2007).
When adaptive thresholding is applied, pixels with a large difference
from their neighboring pixels are binarized to obtain an edgehighlighted result.
Fig. 3 compares the results obtained by the Otsu method and adaptive
thresholding, as well as those by the algorithm developed in this study.
The developed algorithm synthesizes binarized images using multiple
thresholds. Details regarding the algorithm are presented in the
upcoming section.

(HSV); and hue, saturation, lightness (HSL). The RGB model is a
numerical representation of the changes in the three major colors, which
allows it to be easily understood. However, when the three colors are
combined, the results are difficult to predict. Meanwhile, the HSV and
HSL models have structures that make it easy for humans to perceive
color; thus, they are widely used in image processing. When only the
desired color information from the RGB model must be extracted, RGB
is converted to either HSV or HSL.
The OpenCV library is used for the computational treatment of image
processing techniques. OpenCV is an open-source library for
developing computer vision applications (OpenCV, 2019). It provides
numerous functions necessary for image processing; furthermore, it can
be seamlessly executed on multiple platforms.
An OpenCV function is utilized to convert the color space read in
RGB into the HSV color space. General equations for changing the
color space are easily found in the literature or online, as in Eq. (1).
 ← max  
   min  

 ←  





if  ≠

    min  
 ←       min  
       min  
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if   
if   
if   

After the color space conversion, when processing for a single color is
required, a three-channel (HSV) image is separated into single channels
(H/S/V). Subsequently, the histogram of the separated channel image is
obtained, and binarization is performed.
An example of changing the RGB color space to HSV is shown in Fig.
5, followed by three images after separation into individual channels in
Fig. 6. The histogram for the left hue image of Fig. 6 is depicted in Fig. 7.

3. Calculation of Oil Spill Area

After the minimum and maximum values are obtained from the
histogram, the peaks and valleys are determined using the slopes of the
neighboring values. To find the peaks or valleys, the histogram is first

3.1 First Step: Analysis by Hue Property
To estimate the extent of spilled oil at sea, it is necessary to separate
the fraction of oil from seawater. In this study, histograms of 20 images,

blurred and curved. To distinguish neighboring peaks, certain
parameters are used as criteria. The parameters are determined in the
image analysis step according to the image size, that is, the total number

as shown in Fig. 4, of distinct oil-spilled patterns were collected and
analyzed for a clear separation. The images used in the analysis were

of pixels of the image, and the determined parameters are applied in the
image processing step.
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Fig. 4 Twenty sample images of oil spill. The images were labeled from 1 to 20

Fig. 5 Conversion of image from RGB (left) to HSV (right)

Fig. 7 Histogram of hue image in Fig. 6
Even though multiple peaks appear in the color range of seawater, not
all of these peaks represent meaningful values. Thus, it is plausible to
discard peaks other than the peak with the lowest value within the range.
The number of valid peaks adjusted from the number of peaks in Table 1
is rewritten in Table 2.
The spilled crude oil initially appears black (#9 in Fig. 4; the image
index is denoted by a mark (#) followed by its number, hereinafter) and
becomes emulsified to a reddish color over time. By analysis, the color

Fig. 6 Separated channels: hue, saturation, and value (from left to right)
Table 1 lists the number of peaks in the hue histograms of the 20
sample images.

histogram of the black or red image shows two peaks near both ends
and one peak in between. With three peaks, the two valleys between the
peaks can be used as the thresholds. Images with two peaks, e.g., #2
and #11, do not show red or black colors, but the seawater and oil can
easily be distinguished by different colors when confirmed visually.
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Table 1 Number of peaks in hue image histograms of 20 sample images
Index

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

HPEAKS

3

2

3

4

5

5

3

3

4

3

3

1

1

4

3

3

3

1

4

3

Table 2 Number of valid peaks in hue image histogram
Index

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

HPEAKS

3

2

3

3

4

5

3

3

3

3

2

1

1

3

3

3

3

1

3

3

the hue characteristic considered in this step was limited to chromatic
colors. This implies that other separation methods are needed.
3.2 Second Step: Analysis by Saturation Property
Saturation is used for images whose hue histogram has either a single
threshold value or when a valid threshold value cannot be obtained. This
is a strategy to separate different regions by utilizing the level of sharpness,
which the hue itself cannot express. In other words, through saturation,
some achromatic information can be utilized, which can provide a clue for
additionally processing regions not separated by the hue.
Saturation histograms were created and analyzed for the seven
sample images that did not have valid threshold values in the hue

Fig. 8 Four distinct histograms: (a) #1 with three peaks, (b) #6
with multiple peaks, (c) #11 with two peaks, and (d) #12
with one peak
Histograms with silver or iridescent oil films such as #5, #6, #12, #13,
and #18 have either one, four, or more than four peaks, which make the
analysis more complicated. The histograms for the selected sample
images are illustrated in Fig. 8.
When the images were binarized using the threshold value obtained
by the histogram analysis, the separation between water and oil was
possible in the 13 three-peak images (#1, #3, #4, #7, #8, #9, #10, #14,
#15, #16, #17, #19, and #20) through two binarizations. However, in the
images with other peak numbers, the separation was not successful in
whole or in part. The separation failure could be attributed to several
reasons, but it can be deduced that an important factor was the fact that

analysis. The results are summarized in Table 3.
If the saturation histogram is bimodal, then one effective threshold is
obtained. In this case, two binary images obtained by the hue and
saturation analyses, separately, are synthesized to generate a combined
image that attempts to complement the two results. Consequently, valid
threshold values could be obtained for images #2, #5, #6, and #11.
Fig. 9, for instance, illustrates the synthesis process for sample #2,
which combines the hue image (left) and saturation image (middle) to
yield the synthesized result shown on the right.
If a binarized result is obtained from the hue images such as #2 or
#11, the oil spill area can be obtained by additionally considering the
result of the saturation image. However, when three or more valleys are
obtained from the hue images, such as #5 or #6, some regions are still
not detected, as shown in Fig. 10.
In some cases (#5, #6, #12, #13, and #18), hue and saturation analyses
were not applicable. Hence, the regions had to be separated using a
feature other than the hue or saturation.

Table 3 Number of peaks in saturation image histogram
Index

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

HPEAKS

3

2

3

3

4

5

3

3

3

3

2

1

1

3

3

3

3

1

3

3

SPEAKS

-

2

-

-

2

2

-

-

-

-

2

1

1

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

Fig. 9 Combination of two binarized images for sample #2: by hue (left), by saturation (middle), and combined (right)
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Fig. 10 Unsuccessful binarization results for samples #5 and #6
3.3 Third Step: Analysis by Lightness Property
A smaller spill or already decomposed oil appears as a thin film that
shows silvery or iridescent colors. The silvery film shows little
difference from the sea in terms of color, while the rainbow colors
produce many different colors simultaneously, rendering it difficult to
calculate a valid threshold value with hue and saturation analyses.
In this case, it will be effective to use the lightness information as a

Fig. 11 Binarized images for sample images #5, #6, and # 13

new characteristic by focusing on the fact that the oil film reflects more
light than the seawater. This is due to the nature of the oil film floating
on the water surface. In this study, the separation was performed using
the grayscale lightness after the original image was converted to
grayscale.
Table 4 lists the number of peaks obtained from the lightness histogram.
Because the lightness histogram indicates the increase or decrease in
lightness, even if two or more peaks occur, only one binarization is
performed using the value located at the lowest valley as a threshold. For
example, sample image #6 shows three peaks, that is, two valleys, after the
lightness histogram analysis. In this case, one binarization is performed
using the lowest threshold value.
Fig. 11 shows the results of binarization using the lightness valley as
a threshold. The three-step binarization reveals a reasonable separation.
Nevertheless, all of the results are far from ideal. In some regions, water
and oil are reversed. The fact that the oil and water areas in #13 are
difficult to distinguish even with the naked eye is also a cause of
incomplete results.
Because the #12 and #18 images with one peak could not be

Fig. 12 Binarization results for sample images #12 and #18

Table 4 Number of peaks in lightness histogram
Index

1
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3
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3

3
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1
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3
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1

3
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2
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2

1
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1
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2

3

-
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-

-

-

1

-

-
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determined because no valley existed, the binarization was performed
using the Otsu (1979) method. The results are shown in Fig. 12, and it is
difficult to infer the oil spill area from the binarization result. In the #12

oil and highlight of the reflected light are mixed for the binarization. In
this study, it was considered impossible to automatically separate
images such as #12 and #18. It is more logical for the user to perform

image, the binarization result becomes meaningless because the spilled

the separation semi-automatically or manually.

Fig. 13 Flowchart of algorithm for oil spill image classification
Table 5 Comparison of analysis results for 20 sample images
Step #1: Hue analysis

Step #2: Saturation
analysis, with hue

Step #3: Lightness analysis

Undefined

Image index

1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10,
14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20

2, 11

5, 6, 13

12, 18

Number of peaks in
hue histogram

3

2

-

-

Number of peaks in
saturation histogram

-

2

-

-

Number of peaks in
lightness histogram

-

-

2 or more

-

Strategy

Binarization with two threshold Combination of a binarized
Binarization with the lowest
The user must
values obtained from hue histogram. image from saturation
valley obtained from
manually estimate the
histogram and another image
Combination of two
lightness histogram
oil spill area
from hue histogram
binarized images
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3.4 Summary of Proposed Algorithm and Binarization Results
The flowchart of the developed oil spill separation algorithm is
summarized in Fig. 13.

separation by color is difficult or not applicable, additional image
binarizations are performed by examining other characteristics of the
image, such as the saturation or lightness.

After preprocessing, the resulting histograms are classified into three
different cases, depending on the number of peaks in a histogram. The
first case includes three-peak histograms that possess two valid

Using the algorithm proposed in this paper, oil spill areas could be
estimated quickly, and oil accident sites could be controlled.

thresholds. In this case, the oil area can be inferred by synthesizing two
binarized images obtained using those threshold values from an image
converted into the hue. If the number of peaks obtained from the hue
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should be avoided, but if essential they must be defined at their first

Submission checklist
See ‘Authors' checklist’ for details.

mention in the abstract itself.
Keywords
Immediately after the abstract, provide a maximum of 5 or 6 keywords.

Research and Publication Ethics
Authorship of the paper
Authorship should be limited to those who have made a significant
contribution to the conception, design, execution, or interpretation of the

Unit
Use the international system units(SI). If other units are mentioned, please
give their equivalent in SI.

reported study. All those who have made significant contributions should

Equations

be listed as co-authors. Where there are others who have participated

All mathematical equations should be c1early printed/typed using well

in certain substantive aspects of the research project, they should be
acknowledged or listed as contributors.

accepted explanation. Superscripts and subscripts should be typed clearly
above or below the base line. Equation numbers should be given in Arabic

The corresponding author should ensure that all appropriate co-authors

numerals enclosed in parentheses on the right-hand margin. They should

and no inappropriate co-authors are included on the paper, and that all

be cited in the text as, for example, Eq. (1), or Eqs. (1)-(3).

co-authors have seen and approved the final version of the paper and
have agreed to its submission for publication.

Tables
Tables should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals. Each

Hazards and human or animal subjects

table should be typed on a separate sheet of paper and be fully titled.

If the work involves chemicals, procedures or equipment that have any

AII tables should be referred to in the text.

Figures

Revised manuscripts

All the illustrations should be of high quality meeting with the publishing

Manuscripts reviewed that require revision should be revised and uploaded

requirement with legible symbols and legends. In preparing the

with a response to the reviewer's comment at JOET editorial manger

illustrations, authors should consider a size reduction during the printing

within two months. Otherwise, the manuscript will be considered as a

process to have acceptable line c1arity and character sizes. All figures

new manuscript when and if it is resubmitted.

should have captions which should be supplied on a separate sheet. They
should be referred to in the text as, for example, Fig. 1, or Figs. 1-3.

Proofs and reprints

Reference

Galley proofs will be provided as a PDF file to the author with reprint

All references should be listed at the end of the manuscripts, arranged
in order. The exemplary form of listed references is as follows :
1) Single author : (Kim, 1998)
2 )Two authors: (Kim and Lee, 2000)
3) Three or more authors: (Kim et al., 1997)
4) Two or more paper: (Lee, 1995; Ryu et al., 1998)

order and copyright transfer form. The author should return the corrected
galley proofs within a week with the signed reprint order and copyright
transfer form. Attention of the authors is directed to the instructions which
accompany the proof, especially the requirement that all corrections,
revisions, and additions be entered on the proofs and not on the
manuscripts. Proofs should be carefully checked and returned to the JOET
editorial office by e-mail if the changes are minimal. If the changes are

References, including those pending publications in well-known journals

extensive, proofs should be returned by fax only. Substantial changes

or pertaining to private communications, not readily available to referees

in an article at this stage may be made at the author's expense. The reprint

and readers will not be acceptable if the understanding of any part of

request form must be returned with the proof. Reprints should be made

any part of the submitted paper is dependent upon them. Single or two
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authors can be referred in the text; three or more authors should be
shortened to the last name of the first author, like smith et al.
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Reference to a journal publication:
Cho, I.H. and Kim, M.H., 1998. Interactions of a Horizontal Flexible
Membrane with Oblique Waves. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 356(4),
139-161.
Van der Geer, J., Hanraads, J.A.J., and Lupton, R.A., 2010. The Art of
Writing a Scientific Article. Journal of Science Communcation. 163,
51-59.
Reference to a book:
Strunk, W. and White, E.B., 2000. The Elements of Style,
4thEdition,Longman,NewYork.
Schlichting, H., 1968. Boundary Layer Theory. 6th Edition, McGraw-Hill,
New York.
Reference to a proceeding:
Aoki, S., Liu, H. and Sawaragi, T., 1994. Wave Transformation and Wave
Forces on Submerged Vertical Membrane. Proceedings of International
Symposium Waves - Physical and Numerical Modeling, Vancouver
Canada, 1287-1296.
Reference to a website:

Peer review
Every manuscript received is circulated to three peer reviewers. The
author's name and affiliation is disclosed during review process to
reviewers. The review process can be repeated till three times if the request
of revision is suggested by reviewers. If the re-review is repeated more
than three times, it may not be considered for publication. If two reviewers
do not agree to accept the journal, it may not be also considered for
publication. Usually the first review process ends within one month.
Statistical Review: If there are any complicated statistical analyses in the
manuscript, it may be reviewed by statistical editor.
Manuscript Editing: The finally accepted manuscript will be reviewed
by manuscript editor for the consistency of the format and the
completeness of references. The manuscript may be revised according
to the opinion of the manuscript editor.

Page charge
The charge per a paper for the publication is 150,000KRW(Express review
service : 300,000KRW) up to 6 pages. Extra rate, 30,000KRW per page,
will be charged for more than 6 pages. Page charge include forty copies
of offprints. Offprints in color pages or extra copies of offprints will
require actual expenses. The charge per a paper for the paper review
is 40,000KRW. Rate for the express review service is 240,000KRW.
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Transfer of copyright
Journal abbreviations

Transfer of copyright can be found in submission hompage

Journal names should not be abbreviated.

(http://www.joet.org).

Authors’ Checklist
The following list will be useful during the final checking of an article prior to sending it to the journal for review.
Please submit this checklist to the KSOE when you submit your article.

< Editing checklist >
□

I checked my manuscript has been ‘spell-checked’ and ‘grammar-checked’.
나의 원고에 오타 및 문법적 오류가 있는지 확인하였습니다.

One author has been designated as the corresponding author with contact details such as
- E-mail address
- Phone numbers
□
최소한 한명의 저자는 교신저자로 지정되었으며, 다음의 연락처가 표기되었습니다.
- 이메일 주소
- 전화 번호
I checked abstract 1) stated briefly the purpose of the research, the principal results and major conclusions, 2) was
written in around 300 words, and 3) did not contain references (but if essential, then cite the author(s) and year(s)).
□ 나는 초록이 1) 간결하게 연구의 목적, 주요 결과 및 결론을 포함하고 있음을 확인하였으며, 2) 300단어 내외의
단어로 구성되었음을 확인하였으며, 3) 참고문헌을 포함하고 있지 않음을 확인하였습니다 (꼭 필요시 참고문
헌 삽입 가능).
□

I provided 5 or 6 keywords.
나는 5-6개의 키워드를 사용하였습니다.

I checked manuscript consisted of as follow: 1) Title, 2) Author’s name, 3) Key word, 4) Abstract, 5) Nomenclature
description, 6) Introduction, 7) Body (analysis, test, results and discussion), 8) Conclusion, 9) Acknowledgements,
□ 10) Reference, 11) Appendix, etc.
나는 원고가 다음의 순서로 구성되었음을 확인하였습니다: 1) 제목, 2) 저자명, 3) 키워드, 4) 초록, 5) 기호,
6) 서론, 7) 본문 (해석, 실험, 결과, 검토), 8) 결론, 9) 후기(사사), 10) 참고문헌, 11) 부록, 등.
I checked color figures were clearly marked as being intended for color reproduction on the Web and in print,
or to be reproduced in color on the Web and in black-and-white in print.
□
나는 모든 컬러 그림이 컬러 웹이 또는 컬러(또는 흑백) 인쇄물에 잘 나타날 수 있도록 선명한 그림을 사용하였
음을 확인하였습니다.
□

I checked all table and figure captions were written in English.
나는 원고의 모든 표 제목과 그림 제목은 영문으로 작성되었음을 확인하였습니다.

□

I checked all table and figure numbered consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text.
나는 본문에서 나타나는 순서대로 표 번호 및 그림 번호가 지정되었음을 확인하였습니다.

I checked abbreviations were defined at their first mention there and used with consistency throughout the article.
□ 나는 영문 약자를 원고의 첫 번째 사용에서 정의하였으며, 이후 원고에서는 동일한 약자를 사용하였음을
확인하였습니다.
□

I checked that references were in the correct format for the journal (See ‘Guide for Authors’ for details).
나는 모든 참고문헌이 본 저널의 참고문헌 표기법(저자 가이드 참조)에 따라서 작성되었음을 확인하였습니다.

I checked all references mentioned in the Reference list were cited in the text, and vice versa.
□ 나는 ‘References’에 존재하는 모든 참고문헌은 원고 본문에서 언급되었으며, 반대로 원고 본문에 언급된
모든 참고문헌은 ‘References’에 표기되었음을 확인하였습니다.

□

I checked I used the international system units (SI) or SI-equivalent engineering units.
나는 SI 단위계 또는 공학적으로 인정되어지는 단위계를 사용하였음을 확인하였습니다.

< Submission checklist >
I checked the work described has not been published previously (except in the form of an abstract or as part
□ of a published lecture or academic thesis).
나는 본 원고의 내용이 초록, 단행본, 학위논문 등을 제외한 타 저널 등에 게재된 사실이 없음을 확인하였습니다.
I checked when the work described has been published previously in other proceedings without copyright, it has
□ clearly noted in the text.
나는 본 원고의 내용이 판권이 없는 프로시딩에 게재되었던 경우 이를 원고에서 명시하였음을 확인하였습니다.
□

I checked permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted material from other sources (including the Web)
나는 웹을 포함하여 판권이 있는 자료의 사용 허가를 득했습니다.

I have processed Plasgiarism Prevention Check through reliable web sites such as www.kci.go.kr,
□ http://www.ithenticate.com/, or https://www.copykiller.org/ for my submission.
나는 논문 표절 유사도 검사를 마친 후 투고하였습니다.
I agree that final decision for my final manuscript can be changed according to results of Plasgiarism Prevention
Check by JOET administrator.
□
나의 최종본 논문에 대한 JOET 자체적인 논문 표절 유사도 검토 결과에 따라 최종 판정이 변경될 수 있다는
사실에 동의합니다.
□

I checked minimum one author is member of the Korean Society of Ocean Engineers.
나는 저자 중 1인 이상이 한국해양공학회의 회원임을 확인하였습니다.

I agreed all policies related to ‘Ethical Code of Research’ and ‘Research and Publication Ethics’ of the Korean
□ Society of Ocean Engineers.
나는 연구출판정책과 연구윤리규정을 확인했으며, 준수할 것을 서약합니다.
I agreed to transfer copyright to the publisher as part of a journal publishing agreement and this article will not
be published elsewhere including electronically in the same form, in English or in any other language, without
□
the written consent of the copyright-holder.
나는 한국해양공학회지의 저작권 정책에 동의하며, 저작권 위임동의서를 제출하겠습니다.
I made a payment for reviewing of the manuscript, and I will make a payment for publication on acceptance of
□ the article.
나는 심사료를 납부하였으며, 논문 게재 확정 후 게재료를 납부하겠습니다.
□

I have read and agree to the terms of Author’s Checklist.
나는 저자 체크리스트 모든 조항을 검토하였으며, 모든 조항에 동의합니다.
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Research and Publication Ethics
Authorship of the paper
Authorship should be limited to those who have made a significant contribution to the conception, design, execution,
or interpretation of the reported study. All those who have made significant contributions should be listed as co-authors.
Where there are others who have participated in certain substantive aspects of the research project, they should be
acknowledged or listed as contributors.
The corresponding author should ensure that all appropriate co-authors and no inappropriate co-authors are included on
the paper, and that all co-authors have seen and approved the final version of the paper and have agreed to its
submission for publication.

Hazards and human or animal subjects
If the work involves chemicals, procedures or equipment that have any unusual hazards inherent in their use, the author
must clearly identify these in the manuscript. If the work involves the use of animal or human subjects, the author
should ensure that the manuscript contains a statement that all procedures were performed in compliance with relevant
laws and institutional guidelines and that the appropriate institutional committee(s) has approved them. Authors should
include a statement in the manuscript that informed consent was obtained for experimentation with human subjects. The
privacy rights of human subjects must always be observed.

Fundamental errors in published works
When an author discovers a significant error or inaccuracy in his/her own published work, it is the author’s obligation
to promptly notify the journal editor or publisher and cooperate with the editor to retract or correct the paper. If the
editor or the publisher learns from a third party that a published work contains a significant error, it is the obligation
of the author to promptly retract or correct the paper or provide evidence to the editor of the correctness of the original
paper.

Ethical Codes of Research
for The Korean Society of Ocean Engineers [1, Nov. 2008 amended]
All members of The Korean Society of Ocean Engineers, by observing the following codes of conduct and regulations
regarding research in the field, will contribute to the development of ocean engineering and the security and prosperity
of the society and the nation, thus holding our honesty, reputation and authority in the highest standards.
A. Foundational Spirit
1. We make a contribution to mutual prosperity of mankind through ocean development, using the knowledge and
technique in the field of ocean engineering.
2. We contribute to fostering the good spirit of citizenship by conducting responsible research.
3. We make efforts to enhance our authority and competitiveness as experts in ocean engineering.
B. Fundamental Canons
1. We consider the public security and welfare as a top priority and conform to the principle of sustainable use of
ocean in conducting our research.
2. We promote professional development through performing proper research and provide young researchers with the
opportunities to develop professionally.

3. We respect the public values such as honesty, accuracy, efficiency and objectivity in offering services such as
providing expertise or disclosing research results.
4. We do not have unfair competitions with others and solve problems with objective information and processes
when there is a clash of interests.
5. We raise common issues only through objective and fair methods.
C. Practical Platforms
1. We consider the public security and welfare as a top priority and conform to the principle of sustainable use of
ocean in conducting our research.
(a) We must acknowledge the fact that the life, security, health and welfare of the public have an absolute
reliance over our products such as structures, equipments and machines that are given thought to and made
into decision by engineers.
(b) We must not propose or approve research plans which cause harm to the public health and welfare.
(c) We must conform to the principle of sustainable use of ocean to enhance the quality of the public life and
endeavor to improve the ocean environment.
2. We promote professional development through performing proper research and provide young researchers with the
opportunities to develop professionally.
(a) As we build our career, we must continue to acquire new knowledge and promote intellectual development
by keeping track of research results, organizing research methods and raising necessary issues voluntarily.
(b) We must be thoroughly honest to the contributions from cooperators, competitors and predecessors and utilize
them for our professional development.
(c) We, as administrators, must supervise young researchers in a fair manner and, as their advisors, must assist
them sincerely to grow into socially recognized members.
3. We respect the public values such as honesty, accuracy, efficiency and objectivity in offering services such as
providing expertise or disclosing research results.
(a) When we offer service under our responsibility that involves providing professional knowledge, we must act
according to professionalism as a commissioner, trying to prevent waste of resources and reporting objective
facts, trustworthy data and accurate research results.
(b) We prohibit any fraudulent acts in conducting research such as fabrications, forgeries and plagiarism.
(c) We must admit our mistakes or errors when they are verified and must not try to justify them by distorting
facts or data.
4. We do not have unfair competitions with others and solve problems with objective information and processes
when there is a clash of interests.
(a) We must not distort the professional, academical qualifications of ourselves and coworkers. We must not
fabricate or exaggerate our positions or authorities of the past achievements.
(b) Our papers must contain facts and no exaggeration that are contributed to media sources. When publishing
a paper or a report which involves multiple researchers, we must allocate authors based on their levels of
contributions and mention every person and institution that is concerned and provided assistance.
(c) We must not criticise others' achievements in an irresponsible manner by intentionally distorting their
professional reputation, prospects and character in both direct and indirect ways.
(d) When a clash of interests occur, we must organize a committee composed of authoritative experts in the field
and fairly solve the problem based on objective facts and data.
5. We raise common issues only through objective and fair methods.
(a) We must be thoroughly objective and honest when submitting expert reports or policy proposals and include
relevant, sufficient and appropriate information.

(b) When addressing public issues through open debates or forums, we must provide opinions based on objective
facts and data and must not cause harm to the public interest by making groundless argument or being
involved in private interests with others.
(c) We must be honest when explaining our business and its advantages, and must not try to meet our interests
by damaging professional honor and coordination with coworkers.
6. All members of The Korean Society of Ocean Engineers must abide by the ethical codes of research stated
above.
D. The Scope of Manuscript
1. Manuscripts include papers, technical reports and commentaries, and papers must be the ones that are not released
in other journals.
2. “Journals” are the ones that have an appropriate screening of submitted theses and that are published on a regular
basis.
3. All manuscripts other than the ones stated in the previous clause can be submitted such as conference papers,
research reports, diploma papers and academic articles, provided that their sources are stated according to the 3rd
clause of The Regulations on Paper Submission in The Journal of the Korean Society of Ocean Engineers.
E. The Definitions and Types of Fraudulent Acts in Research
1. “Fraudulent acts in research” include all affairs that violates ethical codes of research: fabrications, forgeries,
plagiarism, overlapping publications and unfair marking of writers which may occur in every phase of research
process, such as in a proposal, conducting, a report or presentation of research results.
2. “Fabrication and forgeries” refers to an act of distorting the content or outcome of research by making up false
data or results.
3. “Plagiarism” refers to an act of unfairly employing all research results, such as others' publications, research
proposals, ideas, hypotheses and theories, without a fair approval or quotation.
4. “Overlapping publications” refers to two writings published in different media sources that are totally identical in
their contents or share the major contents. It is also the case of overlapping publication where the paper published
later contains a slightly different viewpoint, yet contains the same or slightly different analysis on the same data
from the previous paper.
5. “Unfair marking of writers” refers to an act of unfairly gaining reputation by pretending to be a real author of
a paper without any participation in research.
6. Fraudulent acts also include a behavior of intentionally disturbing investigations regarding assumed misconducts
in research or inflicting an injury on an informant.
7. “Other fraudulent acts in research” refers to all affairs that are generally accepted as the violations to ethical
codes of research in the academia.
F. Screening System, Processing Criteria and Procedure
1. Screening System
(a) Authors must submit a “consent form of delegation of copyright” which necessitates an author's confirmation
on any violations to ethical codes of research.
(b) When inspectors raise question on any violations to ethical codes of research, The Committee of Ethical
Codes of Research determines its/their compliance to the regulations after examining all materials concerned
and giving the contributor a chance to defend him/herself.
(c) When any violations to ethical codes of research are found while screening or editing (after the insertion of
a paper in an academic magazine), The Committee of Ethical Codes of Research determines its/their
compliance to the regulations after giving the contributor a chance to defend him/herself.
(d) When any violations to ethical codes of research are called into question after a paper is published, The
Committee of Ethical Codes of Research determines its/their compliance to the regulations after giving the

contributor a chance to defend him/herself.
2. Processing Criteria
(a) All processing criteria regarding fraudulent acts in research follow the regulations and detailed rules for
operation of The Committee of Ethical Codes of Research of this society.
3. Processing Procedure
(a) When any affair is determined as a violation to the ethical codes of research in the phase of submission or
screening, The Editing Commission should report it to The Committee of Ethical Codes of Research.
(b) When any affair is determined as a violation to the ethical codes of research after the insertions of a paper
in an academic magazine, The Committee of Ethical Codes of Research should immediately cancel its
publication and notify the cancellation to the author/s
G. Ethical codes of Editing
1. The editor must a strong sense of ethics regarding the codes of conduct in research and in publication. Also,
he/she must not have any personal interests with others in the process of edition.
2. The editor must thoroughly keep security in all matters related to the contribution of manuscripts, screening and
publication.
3. The editor must be well-informed about the violations to ethical codes of research and make a neutral and
impersonal judgement when he/she found any violations.

Supplementary Provisions
1. Regulations stated above are enacted after 1 Nov. 2008. For the manuscripts contributed in academic magazines
before 1, Nov. 2008, the 3rd clause in “D” is not applied. Also, they are not interpreted as violations to the ethical
codes of research even if they did not stated their source in the journal of this society.
2. Also, for the papers applicable to the clause “D” or “E”, the writer/s can take measures such as “cancellation of a
paper” based on their judgement, or “rejection of screening” if the paper is under screening.
1, Nov. 2008
The Korean Society of Ocean Engineers
[31, May 2007 enacted]
[1, Nov. 2008 amended]
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한다. 학술지라 함은 투고 논문에 대한 적절한 심사체
계와 주기적 발간이 이루어지는 저널(Journal) 등을 의
미한다. 학술지 이외의 학술대회 논문, 연구 보고서,
학위논문, 학술기사 등 모든 원고는 투고가 가능하다.
또한 본 학회지에 게재되면 본 학회 편집위원회의 서
면승인 없이 타학술지에 전부 또는 일부가 동일형식으
로 발표되어서는 안되며, 저작권은 학회에 귀속된다.
3. 투고논문 중 학술지 이외의 학술대회 논문, 연구보고
서, 학위논문, 학술기사 등의 경우는 각주를 통해서 아
래 예와 같이 원고 전체 혹은 부분이 출판되었음을 명
시하여야 한다.
예) 본 논문은 2008년 제주도에서 개최된 한국해양
과학기술협의회 공동학술대회에서 발표된 논문을 근
간으로 하고 있음을 밝힙니다.
4. 원고는 인터넷 상에서 WebReview 시스템을 이용하여
제출하여야 하며 이때 본 학회의 논문투고양식(template)에 맞도록 글(Hangul) 또는 MS 워드(MS Word)
파일을 첨부로 제출하여야 한다. 원고접수 시 소정의
심사료를 납부하여야한다. 또한 저작권 위임동의서를
학회 사무국으로 제출하여야 한다.

6. 원고의 채택여부는 논문심사규정에 따라 정한다.
7. 학회지에 게재될 원고의 규정면수는 6면 이내이고, 규
정면수를 초과할 때 저자는 소정의 게재료 이외에 초
과분에 대한 게재료를 납부하여야 한다.
8. 논문원고의 체제는 다음을 원칙으로 한다. (1)제목, (2)
저자명, (3)주요기술용어(Key Words), (4)영문초록, (5)
기호설명, (6)서론, (7)본론(이론해석, 실험방법, 결과,
결과의 해석, 고찰), (8)결론, (9)후기, (10)참고문헌,
(11)부록, 기타
9. 상세한 편집 방법은 한국해양공학회지(JOET) 템플릿
을 따른다.
10. 원고에 포함될 도표 및 사진은 글 또는 MS워드에서
처리가 가능하여야 하며 그 선명도에 대한 책임은 저
자가 진다.
11. 원고 내용 및 탈오자의 책임은 저자가 진다.
12. 편집위원회는 본 학회의 논문투고규정을 따르지 않는
원고에 대하여 심사 및 게재를 거부할 수 있다.
13. 기타 본 규정에 명시되지 않은 사항(투고분야 포함)은
본 학회 편집위원회의 결정에 따른다.
14. 학회는 저자에게 별쇄본을 제공하지 않는 것을 원칙
으로 하나, 필요한 경우는 저자가 실비를 부담하여야
한다.

5. 원고가 인터넷 상에서 접수된 날을 접수일자로 한다.
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